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Abstract
Over the last decade, the growth of second generation (2G) digital communications has
been explosive. Now wireless communications is evolving to third generation (3G),
where it will offer wideband data services and multimedia wideband products and
services such as video conferencing and high speed Internet over a mobile phone. Amid
these high-tech feature packed mobile devices, there is a major bottleneck of cost. The
major cost factor in mobile devices is battery life.

Time division duplex (TDD) is one of the duplex modes for wideband code division
multiple access (WCDMA) also referred as universal mobile telephone service (UMTS)
terrestrial radio access (UTRA) that offers such services. The key driver and main
objective of UTRA-TDD systems are high bit rate services up to 384 Kilo bits per
second (kbps) for high-mobility users and up to 2 Mega bits per second (Mbps) for lowmobility users. In TDD, adjacent channel interference (ACI) is experienced from
adjacent channel base stations and adjacent channel mobile stations dependent on frame
synchronisation and channel asymmetry.

XV

Abstract

This thesis analyses the UTRA-TDD downlink operation with respect to an indoor
office environment. A key parameter investigated is the ACI in the system since the
jamming entity and victim entity can be in close proximity in the same geographical
region. The interference analysis shows that ACI is greater when neighbouring cells are
not synchronised, therefore posing a greater threat. It is revealed that the strength of
ACI power is dependent on various dynamics. It is never constant and varies greatly.
Therefore, it is inefficient to employ a standard fixed length receiver channel filter with
a high order to mitigate ACI, The high order ensured the filters' attenuation caters for
the worst-case environment set by the specifications of the system. The disadvantage is
that the worst case is not the only operating condition.

One significant challenge for developers of 3G wireless systems is the design of digital
filters for mobile terminal receivers. Due to the ACI issue in UTRA-TDD, complex
high order digital receiver channel filters are required but are a burden on battery power
in the mobile. As a consequence, a new reconfigurable root raised cosine (RRC)
channel filter is introduced. The reconfigurable filter automatically monitors in-band
and out-of-band signal powers and intelligently chooses the required filter length
(between 5 and 65) to meet the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), thus, yielding optimum
power efficiency for the filter and extended battery life in the mobile terminal. The
minimum filter length was found by an inter-symbol interference (ISI) investigation as
lowering the filter length in the receiver has an impact on the SNR of the system.

Moreover,

a reconfigurable-pipelined

architecture

(RPA)

based

on

similar

reconfigurable principles as the RRC filter is developed. This architecture consists of

XVI

Abstract

the channel filter as well as a pipeline analog to digital converter (ADC), The length of
the filter and the word length of the ADC are variable (4 to 16 bits) and also depend on
in-band and out-of-band power ratios. This architecture further reduces the power
consumption in the mobile receiver, as the ADC is a key player in the receiver with high
cost demands.

Index Terms: UTRA-TDD, reconfigurable root raised cosine filter, UMTS, pipeline
analog-to-digital converter.
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Chapter 1: Thesis Overview

Chapter 1

Thesis Overview
1.1 Introduction

Over the past 10 years, the development of digital communications has been colossal.
Global Systems for Mobile Communications (GSM) is now the 'standard' means of
cellular communications in major regions of the world. Now wireless communications
is evolving to third generation (3G), where many diverse protocol standards exist for
various communication applications, 3G wireless communications is the next phase that
offers wideband data services and multimedia wideband products and services such as
video conferencing and high speed Internet over a mobile phone. It will also allow users
to access multiple services simultaneously. Among the numerous wireless
communication standards there is a need for flexible and adaptive systems. With the
emergence of new standards, devices that can configure themselves to the new standard
while consuming minimum power are in demand. Amid these high-tech feature packed
mobile devices, there is a major bottleneck of cost. The major cost factor in mobile
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devices is battery life. The more complex the devices hardware, the less the battery will
last till it has to be charged, resulting in lower talk and standby times.

Time division duplex (TDD) is one of the duplex modes for wideband code division
multiple access (WCDMA) also referred to as universal mobile telephone service
(UMTS) terrestrial radio access (UTRA) that offers such services. The key driver and
main objective of UTRA-TDD systems are high bit rate services up to 384 Kilo bits per
second (Kbps) for high-mobility users and up to 2 Mega bits per second (Mbps) for
low-mobility users, UTRA-TDD is spectrum efficient as it uses a singlefrequencyband
for both uplink and downlink. This is achieved using synchronised time intervals. The
high bit rate services together with the lack of spectrum prompt the development of
more spectrum efficient radio communication technologies.

1.2 Motivation for the Thesis

Adjacent channel interference (ACI) has become one of the most critical issues in
UTRA-TDD as ACI is experienced from adjacent base stations and adjacent mobile
stations dependent on frame synchronisation and channel asymmetry. One significant
challenge for developers of 3G wireless systems is the design of digital filters for
mobile terminal receivers. In order to transmit increasing quantities of information
within afinitefrequencybandwidth, tighter and more complex filter specifications often
arise. For example, in order to attenuate ACI below a certain tolerance level, receiver
channel filters with narrow pass bands and transition bands are mandatory. These
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specifications characteristically require higher order filters, increased storage for filter
coefficients and higher sampling rates. In some cases, such filter specifications are
difficult to design and implementation cost becomes an issue. It is also desirable to have
precise phase linearity in the pass band. Finite impulse response (FIR) digital filters
achieve phase linearity but require high complexity to achieve a steep cut-off. Infinite
impulse response (IIR) filters generally require a lower order to achieve similar
specifications as FIR filters but at the cost of comprising the pass band with a non-linear
phase response.

High-order and complex digital charmel filters have a major impact on power
consumption in a mobile phone. It is vital to minimise power consumption to extend the
life of the battery. To achieve this goal, the design and implementation of the chaimel
filter will have to employ a power efficient design methodology.

1.3 Research Aims
The objective of this research was to design and implement a reconfigurable digital root
raised cosine (RRC) channel filter for an UTRA-TDD mobile receiver. Specific aims
are as follows:
•

Investigate the effects of interference in the UTRA-TDD system. As the channel
filter mitigates ACI, a statistical analysis of ACI assisted in the design of the
reconfigurable filter, as a better understanding of ACI was achieved. Intersymbol interference (ISI) was examined with respect to the channel filter to
investigate the effect of reducing the filter length.
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Develop novel algorithms for reconfigurable channel filtering in UTRA-TDD.
The algorithm inteUigently calculates the required filter order to mitigate ACI
while meeting the specified signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Design and analysis of the reconfigurable channel filter. The design of the novel
components in the architecture as well as functional simulations verified the
design. A statistical analysis of the filter was used to evaluate the performance
whether good or poor.

Implementation of the reconfigurable channel filter. The architecture was
hardware/software

partitioned using digital signal processor (DSP) and

application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) technologies, A DSP possesses
flexibility whereas the ASIC exhibits high computational speed and lower power
consumption. The control unit of the architecture was partitioned on a DSP and
the filter data path as an ASIC,

Performance analysis of the reconfigurable filter. The implementation was
analysed at synthesis stage where a performance analysis was carried out in
terms of power consumption and speed.

Design and analysis of a reconfigurable pipelined architecture. The architecture
consists of a reconfigurable word length analog to digital converter (ADC) and
the reconfigurable channel filter.
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1.4 Originality of the Thesis

This research is focused on a high speed, low power reconfigurable digital channel
filter for an UTRA-TDD mobile terminal receiver. The UTRA-TDD receiver block
diagram is presented in Figure 1.1 where the reconfigurable filter and novel (shaded)
components, full wave rectifiers (FWRs), running average filters and confrol unit are
presented. The other receiver components are described in Chapter 2.

In-Band

Out-of-Band

Descramble

Despread

Out-of-Band Signal
Power (ACI)

-» De-mod

Desired
Signal
F>ower

•^CLPF
ihia ,

Control
Unit

LPF
LPF

<^R

=twR

Figure 1.1 UTRA-TDD Receiver block diagram including novel reconfigurable
components for the RRC channel filter
'Reconfigurable' can be defined as an intelligent functionality where a system can
modify or scale its operating parameters to suit a change in operating conditions. The
reconfigurable filter automatically monitors in-band and out-of-band signal powers and
intelligently chooses the required filter order to meet the SNR, thus, yielding optimum
power efficiency and extended battery life in the mobile terminal. Full wave rectifiers
and running average filters obtain clearly varying amplitudes of the input signals to the
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Control Unit. Full details of the reconfigurable filter architecture and operation are
presented in Chapter 4, Although it is designed for UTRA-TDD, it can be modified
through software for other wireless applications such as frequency division duplex
(FDD) mode of UTRA, The system block diagram is presented in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2 Reconfigurable RRC channel filter system block diagram. The out-of-band
signal is obtained by subtracting the output from a delayed input sample.
This is equivalent to a complex high-pass filter (HPF) presuming a LPF but
without the complexity.
Firstly, an interference analysis was performed on the UTRA-TDD environment to
evaluate and justify the necessity for such a reconfigurable filter. Based on the findings,
the architectural design of the reconfigurable filter was proposed and statistical analysis
in both static and dynamic UTRA-TDD simulation environments were carried out to
evaluate the efficiency of the architecture. Implementation of the architecture and
analysis was performed to reveal the power consumption efficiency. These findings
have led to the design of a reconfigurable-pipelined architecture for an UTRA-TDD
mobile terminal receiver consisting of a digital filter and a pipeline ADC. The same
reconfigurable principle applies to the architecture where the length of the filter and
word length of the ADC are scaled depending on in-band and out-of-band power ratios.
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The idea is illustrated in Figure 1,3 where the architecture includes the same
components as the reconfigurable filter with the inclusion of resolution scalability of the
ADC. This architecturefiirtherreduces power consumption in the mobile, as the ADC is
a key player in the receiver with high cost demands.
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Out-of-Band Power
(ACI)
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Figure 1.3 Reconfigurable pipelined architecture consisting of reconfigurable ADC and
chaimel filter

1.5 Research Methodologies and Techniques
The research methodologies and techniques for this research are listed and detailed as
follows:
•

Investigate the effects of interference the UTRA-TDD system. The analysis was
carried out using MATLAB simulation software. Monte Carlo simulations were
used to obtain statistical analyses of ACI. An UTRA-TDD baseband fransceiver
was designed and simulated to investigate the effects of ISI.
Development of new low power algorithms for reconfigurable digital filtering.
The SNR was examined and manipulated and formed the basis of the
reconfigurable algorithm for the control unit in the architecture, A control
algorithm was developed to ensure outage is at a minimum by employing
hysteresis protection.
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•

Design and analysis of reconfigurable channel filter. The filter architecture was
designed and simulated using MATLAB simulation software to test for
functionality, SNR analysis as well as statistical analysis was performed to
evaluate its efficiency.

•

Implementation of the reconfigurable channel filter. Very high speed integrated
circuit hardware description language (VHDL) - register transfer language
(RTL) was used for the implementation of the filter. Functional simulations were
carried out with the Summit Visual HDL software tool. The code was
synthesised with Synopsys Design Compiler synthesis software. Exhaustive
circuit simulation and design modifications were carried out to meet the
performance requirements,

•

Performance analysis of the reconfigurable filter. The filter was analysed at
synthesis stage where performance was measured using the features available in
Synopsys Design Compiler. The performance analysis included timing and
power dissipation.

•

Design

and analysis

of a reconfigurable pipelined

architecture.

The

reconfigurable pipelined architecture was designed and analysed in a static
simulation environment using MATLAB simulation software. Monte Carlo
simulations were used to obtain statistical analysis of ADC word lengths and
filter lengths,

1.6 Organisation of the Thesis
This thesis is structured with seven chapters. Subsequent to the infroduction. Chapter 2
describes the most relevant literature reviewed in order to present an understanding of
the research topic with a focus on cost implications on filter design for UTRA-TDD. It
concludes with a cost effective solution to the defined problem. Chapter 3 presents an
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interference analysis of the UTRA-TDD system in an indoor office environment. ACI is
investigated as well as ISI with respect to the channel filter. The investigation provides
a solid foundation for the design of the reconfigurable channel filter.

The architectural design and specifications of the reconfigurable filter are presented in
Chapter 4, Analysis of the filter in both static and dynamic simulation environments is
presented in Chapter 5, This chapter also provides implementation considerations and a
description of the hardware design and implementation of the reconfigurable filter, A
performance analysis with respect to timing and power consumption is also presented.
The design of the combined reconfigurable-pipelined architecture consisting of the filter
and ADC is described in Chapter 6, A statistical analysis is presented to evaluate its
efficiency. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis summarising the major findings as well as
proposing extended future research options.

Chapter 2: Literature Review

Chapter 2

Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
In the System-on-a-Chip (SoC) domain, digital signal processor (DSP) architectures are
required as they can be reprogrammed and adapted towards system needs. As system
requirements change, there is a need for flexible systems. This is the situation in the
wireless communications world. DSP implementations also have a faster time to market
[1, 2] compared to application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), since they are
software driven, ASICs dissipate less power while exhibiting high performance, but
lack adaptation [3, 4], Therefore, if the application or standard changes, so does the
hardware, DSPs can adapt to new applications or standards by reprogramming the
device. The predicament with DSPs is elevated power consumption if high performance
is required [5, 6],

To meet the high-speed low-cost requirement of wireless handheld devices, such a
device needs to possess the flexibility and configurability of a DSP processor and
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computational speed and power efficiency of an ASIC, In some cases, this can be
achieved using both DSP core and ASIC architectures and incorporating advanced
power management [7], Next-generation programmable DSP cores [8, 9] form the basis
for an ASIC on a single chip. Theflexibilitycan be achieved by implementing fiinctions
with very high processing demand as an ASIC that can be run-time configured to
support a wide range of structures. The DSP can maximise the number of functions
performed. This combination offers lower gate count; smaller die area and lower power
dissipation.

Based on the above needs, this chapter describes the most relevant literature reviewed in
order to present an understanding of the research topic. Wideband code division
multiple access (WCDMA) is the application for the receiver channel filter, WCDMA is
firstly studied with emphasis on the time division duplex (TDD) operation mode. The
advantages and disadvantages are studied and particular interest is paid to the
disadvantages where cost implementation issues are discussed. Cost optimisation is
analysed for the filter and a novel solution is described.

The literature review is organised into five subsections. The evolution of wireless
telecommunications is described in section 2.2 and section 2.3 introduces WCDMA,
with focus on the TDD mode. Cost implications of the filter are presented in section 2.4
and conclusions to this chapter are presented in section 2,5,
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2.2 The Road to 3G Wireless Communications
The evolution towards third generation (3G) cellular systems is illusfrated in Figure 2.1
[10], Analog frequency modulation (FM) was the backbone of first generation (IG)
cellular wireless communication systems. The advanced mobile phone system (AMPS)
developed by Bell Telephone Systems, was the foremost common means of wireless
communications during the IG era. It employs FM technology for voice transmission as
well as digital signalling for control information [11], Other IG systems include [11]:

•

Narrowband AMPS (NAMPS)

•

Nordic Mobile Telephone System (NMT-900), and

•

Total Access Cellular System (TACS)

Frequency division multiple access (FDMA) was the scheme used in IG, which in
effect assigned each channel to a unique frequency band within a cluster of cells. The
rapid growth in subscribers and the abundance of countless incompatible IG devices
yielded the evolution towards 2G cellular systems, 2G systems employ coding
techniques and compression where digital modulation schemes are used, thus, 2G was
the beginning of the digital era of civilian wireless communications [11],

Multiple access techniques like time division multiple access (TDMA) and code
division multiple access (CDMA) are used along with FDMA in the 2G systems. 2G
cellular systems include [11]:

•

United States Digital Cellular (USDC) standards IS-54 and IS-136
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Global System for Mobile communications (GSM)
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Figure 2.1 The evolution to 3G wireless communications [10]

3G wireless communications is well under way where the key objective is to support
wideband services like high speed Internet, video and high quality image transmission.
The primary requirements for next generation wireless systems are listed in [11, 12] and
are outlined as follows:
•

Voice quality comparable to Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN).

•

Support of high data rate,

•

Support of both packet-switched and circuit-switched data services,

•

More efficient usage of the available radio spectrum
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•

Support of a wide variety of mobile equipment

•

Backward Compatibility with pre-existing networks and flexible introduction of
new services and technology

•

An adaptive radio interface suited to the highly asymmetric nature of most
Internet communications: a much greater bandwidth for the downlink than the
uplink,

2.3 Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
The WCDMA air interface, also referred to as universal mobile telephone service
(UMTS) terrestrial radio access (UTRA) was developed by the 3*^^ generation
partnership project (3GPP), WCDMA is characterised by two duplex modes: frequency
division duplex (FDD) and TDD [13], Figure 2.2 [14, 15] illustrates the distinction
between the two duplex modes where the shaded arrows represent uplink and the nonshaded arrows represent downlink transmission to andfrombase and mobile station.
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^^^^
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one frequencY

Figure 2.2 UTRA duplex modes [14, 15]
In UTRA-FDD, the uplink and downlink transmissions use paired radio frequency
bands whereas in UTRA-TDD, uplink and downlink transmissions are carried over the
same radio frequency using synchronised time intervals. Time slots in the physical
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channel are divided into fransmission and reception part [16 - 18], Information on
uplink and downUnk are fransmitted reciprocally [19], Table 2,1 [20] lists the
parameters of WCDMA,

Table 2.1 WCDMA parameters [20]
Parameter
Channel Bandwidth
Duplex Mode
Downlink RF Channel Structure
Chip Rate
Frame Length
Spreading Modulation
Data Modulation
Coherent Detection
Downlink Channel Multiplexing
Uplink Channel Multiplexing
Channel Coding
Multirate
Spreading Factor Length
Downlink Spreading
Uplink Spreading
Handover
Power Control

Value
5 MHz
FDD/TDD
Direct spread
3,84 Mcps
10 ms
Balanced QPSK (downlink)
Dual-channel QPSK (uplink)
QPSK (downlink)
Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) (uplink)
User dedicated time multiplexed pilot
Time multiplexed data and control channels
Control and pilot channel time multiplexed
I&Q multiplexing for data and control channel
Turbo and convolution codes
Variable spreading and multicode
Uplink: 4-256, Downlink: 4-512
OVSF for channel separation
Gold sequences for cell/user separation
OVSF codes
Gold sequences for user separation
Soft handover
Inter-frequency handover
Open and fast closed loop

The chip rate of WCDMA is 3.84 Mega chips per second (Mcps) and the frame length
is 10 milliseconds (ms). Each frame consists of 15 time slots (2560 chips/slot).
Spreading factors range from 4 to 256 and 4 to 512 in the uplink and downlink
respectively for FDD [20], Orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) channelisation
codes are used for separating channels from the same source for TDD, In the uplink and
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downlink. Gold codes with a 10 ms period are used to separate difference cells,
Convolutional coding, turbo coding, or no channel coding is supported. Bit interieaving
randomises fransmission errors [20], The carrier spacing has a raster of 200 Kilohertz
(kHz) and varies from 4,2 Megahertz (MHz) - 5,4 MHz, Depending on interference,
various carrier spacing can be used to obtain the most efficient adjacent channel
protection [20], This is illustrated in Figure 2,3 [20], The figure shows an example of 20
MHz bandwidth allocated for the operator with 4 cell layers (or simply cells) which
illusfrates the carrier spacing and raster.

20 MHz operator bandwidth (4 cell layers)
T3
Z!

<

•

E
<

%
O
4.2-|yiHz
-M-M4.2-/a MHz
4.2-/aMHz

o
5 - 5 . 4 MHz

5-5.4MHz^

Frequency
Figure 2.3 Operator bandwidth allocation in WCDMA [20]

From this point forward, the thesis focuses on TDD as these systems will be of major
importance in thefiiture.Nevertheless, FDD is relevant to the 'big picture' as TDD is its
complement by providing high density local area access. This is a consequence of the
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requirement for co-ordination of FDD and TDD network planning due to the particular
UMTS frequency allocations. As a consequence of poor network planning, both FDD
and TDD are susceptible from interference from one another and this issue could be
investigated further in future with relation to the reconfigurable filter documented in this
thesis.

2.3.1 UTRA-TDD
The key driver and main objective for 3G systems are high bit rate services up to 384
Kilo bits per second (Kbps) for high-mobility users and up to 2 Mega bits per second
(Mbps) for low-mobility users (mainly for indoor environments). High bit rates will
allow users to access high-speed wideband data services and multimedia products and
services. It will also allow users to use multiple services simultaneously [21], The high
bit rate services together with the lack of spectrum prompt the development of more
spectrum efficient radio communication technologies. The main advantages of UTRATDD are listed in [20] and are summarised below:

Unpaired band and bi-directional communication in a singlefrequencyband.
Adaptive support of asymmetric data rates.
High speed data services for indoor or low-mobility operating environments.
Large channel capacity (equivalent to FDD mode).
Small sized mobile terminal.
Precise and efficient open loop power confrol.
Low complexity transceivers.
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TDMA is the key feature in UTRA-TDD, which these advantages result from. The key
advantage of UTRA-TDD is the ability to use unpaired frequency bands, which in
effect, solves some frequency band allocation issues resulting in effective and efficient
use of the spectrum [20, 21]. Services such as mobile Internet, multimedia applications
and file fransfers may have different capacity requirements for uplink and downlink
fransmission. UTRA-TDD offers the advantages of flexibility in resource allocation, as
thefrequencyband is not fixed between uplink and downlink (unlike FDD) [20, 21],

2.3.1.1 Physical Channel Structure

An UTRA-TDD physical channel is defined by frequency, timeslot, channelisation
code, burst type and radio frame allocation. Figure 2,4 [22] illustrates the physical
channel signal format.

Frame #1

Frame #2

Time Slot Time Slot Time Slot
#1
#0
#2

Frame #3

Time Slot Time Slot
#13
#14

Time Slot (2560*Tc) Tc = chip duration

Figure 2.4 UTRA-TDD signal structiire [22]
Each frame has a duration of 10 ms, which contains fifteen time slots. A time slot
corresponds to 2560 chips. Time slots can be allocated to either uplink or downlink,
which therefore can support asymmetric services. Depending on resource allocation, the
configuration of radio frames and/or time slots could differ. Guard symbols are used to
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separate different user signals in the time and code domain. The physical contents of
the time slots are bursts of data with a length corresponding to the data rate. Figure 2,5
[22] illustrates a TDD burst where GP is the guard prefix.

Time Slot

data

midamble

data

GP

Figure 2.5 Example ofan UTRA-TDD burst structiire [22]
As each 10 ms frame consists of 15 time slots, each allocated to either the uplink or the
downlink, the TDD mode can be adapted to different environments and deployment
scenarios [22], Examples for multiple and single switching point configurations as well
as for symmetric and asymmetric uplink and downUnk allocations are presented in
Figure 2,6 [22] where the arrows pointing upwards indicate uplink allocation and
arrows pointing downwards indicate downlink allocation.
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Figure 2.6 TDD frame stiiicture examples (UL = uplink, DL = downlink) [22]
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2.3.1.2 Transmitter Architecture

A specification for an UTRA-TDD transmitter has been released by 3GPP and is
presented in Figure 2,7 [23]. The diagram presents the modulation for sixteen users of
one of the fifteen time slots per TDD frame [24, 25]. The first block in the fransmission
chain is data mapping. The data mapping of raw bits is performed using Quadrature
Phase Shift Key (QPSK), where two consecutive binary bits are combined and
converted to a complex valued data symbol.

As an example, consider the data source [00 ^0 i i Olj, the corresponding complex data
symbols after QPSK mapping are [+j -1 -j +1], See Annex A for full details on
spreading and modulation by 3 GPP.
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Figure 2.7 UTRA-TDD Baseband Transmitter (one time slot) [23]
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The complex valued data symbols are spread by two operations. Firstly, the symbols are
spread with real valued channelisation codes Ck. The channelisation codes are OVSF
codes, allowing mixing for the same time slot with different spreading factors while
preserving orthogonality. The resulting sequence is scrambled by a complex cell
specific scrambling code v. The complex-valued chip sequence is split into in-phase (I)
and quadrature (Q) components. The signals are next pulse-shaped by two low pass
pulse-shaping filters. Details and specifications of the pulse-shaping filters are presented
in Chapters 3 and 4 subsections 3.3 and 4,2 respectively.

Two digital-to-analog converters (DACs) convert the digital signals to analog. The
signals are then quadrature modulated to represent the signal in radio frequency (RF)
format at a 2 Gigahertz (GHz) carrier frequency. All information is contained in the
complex envelope and the phase of the RF signal,

2.3.1.3 Receiver Architecture
Figure 2.8 [23] illustrates the generic block diagram of a direct conversion UTRA-TDD
receiver. The antenna receives a RF signal and then it is processed by the RF filter and
the low noise amplifier (LNA). The quadrature demodulator produces a complex valued
chip sequence (I and Q), The anti-aliasing filter removes aliasing in the spectrum from
both I and Q components then are digitised by the ADCs. The root raised cosine (RRC)
filters have a pulse-shape impulse response that attenuates out-of-band signals from the
I and Q components before the in-band signal is brought to other baseband signal
processing blocks. If the out-of-band signals were not filtered, the end user of the
mobile phone will experience interference noise.
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These filters dissipate major power in the transmission chain [26]; therefore reducing
the complexity is vital. Once filtering is completed, the signals are de-scrambled with a
cell specific scrambling code Vn, de-spread with channelisation code Ck and finally demodulated (de-mapped) to obtain the users' raw data bits.

RF Input
Fc= 2 GHz

cos[27r(2GHz)t]
Anti-Alias
Filter

X y-i
RF
Filter

LNA
Anti-Alias
Filter

ADC

sin[27r(2GHz)t]

ADC

Re-a}

RRC
Filter

H

— •

Descramble

- •

Despread

c\
Im{Q}

RRC
Filter

-14

Descramble

DeQPSK

user
"data 'k'

Despread

Figure 2.8 UTRA-TDD Receiver architecture for one time slot [23]

2.3.1.4 Interference Issues

Interference has become one of the most critical issues in WCDMA [27, 28], The signal
to interference ratio (SIR) can be low at carrier bandwidth as the processing gain
improves the SIR after despreading, hi UTRA-TDD, a fransmitter located near a
receiver may jam the front end of the receiver as no RF filter can be used to separate
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uplink and downlink. This can occur if the transmitter and receiver are operating in the
same band allocation but on different frequency channels [20],

To avoid interference between uplink and downlink, all users must be synchronised and
have the same time division between uplink and downlink within one cell. This time
division is based on the average uplink and downlink capacity needed in that cell [20],
Multirate techniques are applied for each user so they adapt to its uplink and downlink
capacity needs to the average need in that cell. It must also be applied to all carriers
within one base station (BS). The BS can jam its own signals if it transmits and
receives at the identical instance as adjacent carriers [20].

Asymmetric usage of TDD will also impact the radio resource in near by cells. If
adjacent carriers do not employ the same chaimel asymmetry and frame
synchronisation, it would result in adjacent channel interference (ACI). The interference
overlaps are as follows in the case of ACI in UTRA-TDD: BS -> BS, BS -> mobile
station (MS), MS ^ MS and MS -> BS [29]. This is the case if there are several
operators providing service in the same geographical locality. Asymmetrical services
are consequently not suitable if several operators share the same spectrum [20].

2.4 Cost Implications
WCDMA will eventually lead to fiirther enhanced communications and feature packed
mobile devices where the main focus will be video sfreaming and Internet, not voice
communication alone. Amid these high-tech feature packed mobile devices, a major
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bottleneck of cost will exist. The major cost factor in mobile devices is battery life. The
more complex the devices hardware, the less time the battery will last till it has to be
charged, resulting in lower talk and standby times,

2.4.1 Filter Implications
Mobile terminals have limited dynamic range and limited adjacent channel filtering
capability; therefore ACI could be quite severe and is recognised as one of the major
issues. This leads to really complex filter designs and implementations to eliminate
ACI, but is costly on the battery life of the terminal. To attenuate the ACI at the worst
case, i,e,, a mobile terminal of particular interest is receiving and is situated near by
adjacent carriers that are being transmitted; the filter will need to be complex to achieve
the target signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), If the ACI is minor and only a fraction of fiill
filtering power is needed, the filter will still operate at full power as it has a fixed length
or complexity. This will dissipate unnecessary power resulting in shorter battery life,
which is one of the biggest dilemmas for the mobile terminal [30],

An optimal receiver filter is matched to the transmitter pulse-shaping filter. This will
provide maximum SNR, The receiver filter poses many problems in terms of
complexity, as it requires a higher input dynamic range compared to the transmitter
filter and it also desirable to have precise phase linearity in the pass band. Finite impulse
response (FIR) digital filters achieve phase linearity, as the coefficients are symmetrical
but it is also possible to employ an infinite impulse response (IIR) wave digital filter
with almost linear phase characteristics. The only disadvantage is to achieve high rolloff sharpness; the filters' requirements will need to be of higher order. The multipliers
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dominate the power consumption of digital FIR filters. For every coefficient, a
multiplication operation is required are used and is costly on hardware [31], This is
subject to multiple-constant techniques that cause the cost of a multiplier to
asymptotically approach one addition for large numbers of multiplications. The total
power consumption of an FIR filter (based on a direct form structure),

PFIR,

can be

estimated as follows:
Prm

= [P.ac + Pre, ^

(2-1)

where Pmac is the power consumption of a multiplication and addition (multiplyaccumulate) unit, n is the filter length and Preg is the power consumption of registers for
coefficient and input sample storage. Power consumption is also proportional to the
sampling frequency of the filter in complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
implementation. Lowering the supply voltage, Vdd, will also reduce the power
consumption, as it also is the key factor in dynamic power consumption. This will also
degrade system performance but can be compensated by parallelism and pipelining, A
suitable supply voltage should be chosen to ensure that performance requirements are
satisfied. Power consumption in a CMOS integrated circuit is dominated by the
switching or dynamic power where the model, Pcmos. is a summation of static and
dynamic power consumption given by [32, 33]:
DynamicPower
SlalicPower
Panes

^^Idd*^dd)+
TransientPower Capacilive-load
Power

v,,v •

(2.2)

'ad

^

swing

'

where Vdd is the supply voltage, Vswing is the voltage swing, Idd is leakage current, Q, is
dynamic power-dissipation capacitance, yj is the input signalfrequency,bs is the number
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of bits switching, C/ is external load capacitance,/„ is the output signalfrequency,and
Os is the total number of outputs switching,

2.4.2 FIR Filter Optimisation Techniques
Digital FIR filters can be implemented using various architectures. The direct form or
otherwise known as the fransversal structure is the most common implementation
architecture and is depicted in Figure 2.9 [34], The input, x(n) and the output j^fn^ of the
filter structure are related by:
M

y(n) = Y,b^x{n-m)

(2.3)

m=0

z'-/ represents a delay unit of one sample or unit of time, thus, x(n-l) is x(n) delayed by
one sample. The output sample is a weighted sum of the present input and M previous
samples of the input.

Figure 2.9 Transversal FIR filter structure [34]

The computation of each output sample requires the following hardware [34]:
•

M memory locations to store the input samples

•

M+1 memory locations to store the coefficients
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•

M multiplication operations

•

M addition operations

A linear phase structure is a variation of the transversal structure, which takes advantage
of symmetiical coefficients and in effect, uses half the required multiplications and
additions [34], For odd and even phase filters, the transfer function, H(z), can be written
as [34]:
Mll-\

^(^)= E^-k'"^^"^''"'"^
m=0

H(z)^

(M\Z

('"/2)

Modd

(2,3)

Meven

(2,4)

^ " ^

E^)^[z-'"-i-z-^^-'")J
m=0

The corresponding difference equations, ^-fnj, are as follows [34]:

W/2-1

y{n)= Yub^{x{m-k) + x[m-{M-k)^+b[{M)ll\c[m-{Ml2)\

Modd (2.5)

*=o
A//2-1

y(n)= 2]^;„{4w-/:) + x[w-(M-A:)]}

Meven (2.6)

*=0

Figure 2.10 [34] illusfrates the linear phase structure where seven coefficients are used.
Numerous optimisation techniques exist for reducing power dissipation in complex
digital FIR filter implementations for telecommunications equipment [35 - 43],
Implementation architectures can take advantage of the residue number system (RSN),
which allows the decomposition of a given dynamic range in slices of smaller range on
which the computation can be efficiently implemented in parallel [44 - 46], This scheme
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provides lower power consumption compared to traditional standard FIR filter
structures for high order complex filters.

Figure 2.10 Linear Phase FIR filter structure [34]
Other filter architectures are adaptive which use the least mean square method (LMS)
[47, 48] to adjust the filter coefficients to obtain better performance. Pipeline
architectures for digital FIR filters achieve speed enhancements and lower power
consumption combined with supply voltage downscaling [49], An efficient filter design
method for the design of a relatively complex low pass receiver filter for the CDMA
standard as in [50, 51] employs the canonical digit representation of signed numbers to
reduce the complexity of multiplication operations by reducing the number of I's in the
multiplicands. This in effect reduces the number of additions required for one
multiplication,

A coefficient segmentation algorithm [52] can be applied to each filter coefficient. This
algorithm splits each coefficient into two sections, si and s2. When the filter is realised.
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si is just a shift operation while s2 is a reduced word-length low power multiplication.
Other techniques to reduce power consumption in filters are summarised below [53]:

•

Multi-rate architectures - the implementation of the FIR filter is in terms of
decimated sub filters,

•

Multiple-constant techniques - an optimisation method that cause the cost of a
multiplier to asymptotically approach one addition for large numbers of
multiplications.

•

Coefficient Scaling - introduces an optimum scaling factor such that the total
Hamming distance between consecutive coefficient values is minimised,

•

Coefficient Optimisation - is an iteration algorithm where one or a pair of
coefficients is optimised to reduce the Hamming distance between successive
coefficients while preserving filter characteristics,

•

Selective Coefficient Negation - reduces the number of "Is" (Is or 2s
complement representation) in the coefficient input to the multiplier. This
technique also reduces the Hamming distance between consecutive coefficients,

•

Coefficient Reordering - looks at the order of coefficients stored, as the output is
independent of the order,

•

Adder Bit Swapping - uses the bit-wise commutativity property to reduce the
number of toggles in the buses that feed the inputs to the adder,

•

Bus Bit Reordering - looks at reducing the power dissipated in the coefficient
memory data bus. As embedded SoC products typically are built with a DSP
core with an ASIC back plane, the designer has confrol over the placement of
various memories.
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These filter optimisation techniques reduce power consumption but do not reduce it to
the maximum possible limit for an UTRA-TDD MS receiver as the complexity of the
filter is fixed. Therefore, full power is always used even when it is not requfred.

2.5 Conclusions
There are distinct advantages of using UTRA-TDD, Primarily, it offers a high degree of
flexibility due to the reciprocity of the channel and channel asymmetry. The main
disadvantage of UTRA-TDD is that additional interference sources exist compared to
UTRA-FDD. Namely, MS->MS ACI exists if the network is not synchronised nor have
non-identical channel asymmetries (variations of the channel) with neighbouring cells.
This leads to a more complex receiver filter design and implementation, which will have
a significant impact on battery life in the mobile terminal.

Filter optimisation techniques could lower power consumption but will not reduce it to
its most efficient level, A solution in theory could be to use the minimum amount of
filtering complexity required and still satisfy the performance requirements of the
UTRA-TDD receiver specified by the 3GPP. To achieve this, in-band and out-of-band
signal powers need to be measured. Then the filter intelligently calculates the amount of
complexity (filter taps) required to ensure the out-of-band signal is below a certain
tolerance level and the SNR is met. This scheme will reduce power consumption, as it
only utilises the required filter complexity as compared to fraditional fixed complexity
architectures.
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To convert theory into reahty, the solution has to take advantage of the software defined
radio concept and technologies [54], An exact definition for a software radio does not
yet exist, but there are many definitions to help gain an understanding. Some are as
follows [55, 56]:

•

Flexible transceiver architecture, controlled and programmed by software

•

Signal processing able to replace, as much as possible, radio functionalities

•

Radio equipment dynamically reconfigurable by downloadable software at every
level of the protocol stack

•

Software realisation of terminals to exhibit multiple modes and standards

The presence of the software defining the radio interface implies the use of DSPs to
replace some or all dedicated hardware, to execute, in real time, the necessary software.
Software radio is an emerging technology, which can build flexible radio system, multiuser, multi-standard that is reconfigurable and re-programmable by software. Another
advantage of software radio is that it increases hardware lifetime reducing obsolescence
risks. System re-programmability allows hardware reuse until a new generation of
hardware platforms is available [57, 58],

Taking advantage of the software radio theory, a solution can be achieved using DSP
and ASIC technologies that can meet the performance and system needs of high speed
and low cost devices, A DSP can interface with an ASIC and control the filter
complexity dependent on in-band and out-of-band power ratios. This could be
embedded on a single chip to provide a SoC solution [59, 60],
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Chapter 3

Adjacent Channel and Inter Symbol
Interference Investigation
3.1 Introduction
The general aim of this work was to develop a reconfigurable digital receiver channel
filter, which is power consumption efficient for the mobile terminal, and will enable
system operators to use the universal mobile telephone service (UMTS) terrestrial radio
access (UTRA) - time division duplex (TDD) cellular system efficiently, hiterference is
a major concern in any cellular system in terms of adjacent channel interference (ACI)
and inter-symbol interference (ISI), ACI is a greater concern in TDD due to the
additional interference sources. It is necessary to investigate interference in the
downlink mode of TDD to gain an understanding of how it affects the system before the
reconfigurable filter is designed.

The interference sfrength is dependent on transmission powers of the sources of
interference, frame synchronisation and asymmetry, as well as location of the base
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stations (BS's) or mobile stations (MS's), therefore, creating complicated interference
situations. Many remedies exist to minimise interference issues and have been studied
in [61 - 65], Related work in [61] has proposed various solutions to minimise
interference and are summarised as follows:

•

Dynamic channel allocation techniques [66 - 69]

•

Frame level synchronisation of TDD base stations within an operator's network
and with different TDD operators if the base stations are located in the same
geographical region

•

TDD and frequency division duplex (FDD) co-placement should be minimised
as well as the network should be planned carefully

•

Handover techniques can minimise the severity of interference signal powers

The focus of this chapter is on downlink ACI in the UTRA-TDD system. An
investigation into co-channel interference (CCI) is not provided as works related in [6172] have addressed the issues. An investigation of ISI is also presented, as it is an
important issue relating to the receiver channel filter. Scaling the filter length can cause
great concern if the length is scaled down, as the required quality of service (QoS) may
not be met.

Section 3,2 studies ACI for an UTRA-TDD environment. Interference models,
synchronisation and frame asymmetry is discussed. Statistical analysis of ACI is
performed for a single cell and multiple cells environment to justify the necessity for a
reconfigurable channel filter. ISI is studied in section 3,3 where it is first defined then
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an analysis is given with respect to the channel filter. Conclusions are presented in
section 3,4,

3.2 Adjacent Channel Interference
ACI is investigated in this section and how certain dynamics affect the sfrength of the
interference power. Section 3.2,1 defines ACI in an UTRA-TDD system. The
investigation in section 3,2.2 first considers a single interfering cell scenario then it is
expanded to a multiple interfering cell scenario consisting of a cluster of seven
interfering cells. This platform is considered the 'worst case' interference scenario for
TDD assuming an indoor operating environment,

A statistical analysis in a simulation environment of both single cell and multiple cells
interference scenarios are presented in section 3.2.2 where particular interest is paid to
the effect of various frame synchronisation and channel asymmetry.

3.2.1 Classification of ACI in UTRA-TDD
In a fully flexible system, cellular operators may independently plan their network
structure without the consideration of other cellular operators. Therefore, there is a good
probability that cells between independent operators can overlap and create complicated
ACI scenarios as fransmitting and receiving users can be in close proximity. Adjacent
channel protection (ACP) factors combat the interference a user experiences but is a
great concern as ACI can be quite severe in UTRA-TDD. Figure 3,1 [64] depicts such a
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scenario where two operators have their cells overlapped creating uplink and downlink
ACI situations.

Op

Desired Signal

Interference Signal

Figure 3.1 Two independent operators on adjacent carriers creating complicated ACI
issues in the uplink and downlink of UTRA-TDD as their cells overlap [64]

As TDD divides time on one frequency, the possible interference links for uplink
operation are: MS -> MS and MS -^ BS, and for downlink operation are: BS -> BS and
BS -> MS, If independent operators employ identical channel asymmetry and frame
synchronisation, it would eliminate the cases of MS -> MS and BS -> BS interference
leaving the equivalent interference overlaps as FDD mode. Frame synchronisation and
identical channel asymmetry cannot be assumed in practical and a fully flexible UTRATDD system; therefore, there are greater interference issues as compared to FDD. This
is illustrated in Figure 3,2 [71], This figure illustrates a timing analysis of two
independent operators where the vertical arrows represent interference links and the
horizontal blocked arrows represent uplink and downlink. The shaded segments of the
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blocked uplink/downlink arrows indicate that the segment is susceptible to interference
from the source indicated by the vertical arrows.

Figure 3.2 Downlink and Uplink Adjacent Channel Interference in UTRA-TDD
dependent of frame synchronisation [71]

Operator a consists of one BS and one MS in session and is the same for operator b.
Therefore, when operator BSa transmits data, MSa will receive the transmitted data. It
also shows that there is time duration of frame misalignment between the two operators
denoted as toffset. as in reality it may be impossible to align frames of independent
operators. To model the synchronisation between independent operators, a, the time
offset is normalised by the frame duration which is denoted as tsiot, which yields [71]:

a =

^offset
'•slot
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Frame misalignment in UTRA-TDD creates two unique interference scenarios, which
are relative to a. Firstly, interference between the two adjacent BS's, a and b, is
depicted by AChb and secondly, interference between MSa and MSb is represented with
ACImm- Interference between BS's -> MS's and MS's -> BS's are represented hy AChm
and ACImb respectively. These interference overlaps are mutual in both TDD and FDD
modes of UTRA and are relative to (1 - a). Therefore, a depicts two unique cases of
ACI and are as follows:

•

If or = 1,

only BS -> BS and MS -^ MS interference exists

•

If a = 0,

only BS -^ MS and MS ^ BS interference exists (as in FDD)

The above two cases clearly outline that there still is an issue of interference whether
independent operators are in synchronisation or not. As the interference can be
considered independent due to various interference sources, the extent or magnitude of
each category of interference (BS ^ BS, MS ^ MS, BS ^ MS or MS ^ MS) can
contrast significantly. Various synchronisation factors also play a major role in the
magnitude of interference. The subsequent sections only focus on downlink mode of
TDD as this thesis concenfrates on the receiver channel filter. Uplink interference
analysis is not presented.

3.2.1.1 Downlink Power Control

The downlink power control model used in this chapter is based on the principle of the
model related in [62], The principle of the power confrol model is as follows: Firstly,
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the code power, Prec of the MS i that faces the greatest path loss within one time slot in
the cell of interest (COI) is determined. Secondly, the same code power is applied for all
users within that same time slot. This principle assures that the required or target bit
energy to interference ratio (Eb/No) is satisfied for all users within that time slot. The
Eb/No at a particular MS corresponds to [62]:

EblNo=

Yie^PS
f tI '
adj
T(M-l)?J+tc
ACP

^

(3.2)

J

where pg is the processing gain, M corresponds to the number of users served by the
BS, (M-l)Prec is intra-cell interference depending on an orthogonality factor depicted
as T, ACP is the adjacent channel protection factor, rj is thermal noise, ladj is ACI, and
hi is the maximum path loss for a MS in the time slot.

3.2.1.2 Indoor Propagation
The primary use of TDD is for high-speed data oriented services and its foremost use
will be in indoor alike office environments. Therefore, the propagation model employed
for the simulations in the chapter are based on the COST (COperation europeenne dans
le domaine de la recherche Scientifique et Technique) 231 indoor office environment
excluding floor and wall losses as sited in [73], This model represents the path loss
model, K and is defined in decibels (dB) as [73]:

K = Zl+r\0\og{d) + ^ [dB]
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where y is the path loss exponent and d is the separation between transmitter and
receiver, Lognormal shadowing is modeled by ^ with a mean of zero and a standard
deviation of a dB, The receiver sensitivity is modeled as [65]:

Rs = {Eb/No)+?j-pg

+ I^,,^,^^^ [dB]

(3,4)

where laddiuon is an additional interference margin from the presence of other users in the
same cell, ladduion is modeled as [29]:

/ addition =
"'"'•''"

{EblNojM^
pg

(3 5)
^ ' '

where M is the number of users within the COI, Transmission power, Ptx, is derived
from the receiver sensitivity, Rs, and the path loss model, K is as follows [29]:

P?x = i?5-KA:[dB]

(3,6)

3.2.1.3 Downlink Interference Model

The extent of this work was restricted to downlink analysis. As noted earlier, MS's
experience ACI from two sources, adjacent BS's and adjacent MS's depending on the
synchronisation factora To gain an understanding of how this affects the amount of
ACI experienced from BS's and MS's, we need to examine tojjset- A small tojjset results in
a high BS->MS interference and a low MS->MS interference. It is vice versa for a large
^ojfset- We cannot assume synchronised frames in a fully flexible system; therefore the
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computer simulations take into consideration misaligned frames and different
asymmetry.

Evaluating ACI in the downlink with no ACP factor would give non-filtered ACI
power, which means there is no presence of a receiver channel filter in the MS, It is
required to obtain raw ACI to perform statistical analysis and to justify the requirement
of a reconfigurable channel filter.

To determine the interference power from a single adjacent channel BS at a MS within
the COI, we need to first determine the adjacent channel BS transmission power and the
path loss between this BS and the MS within the COI, The ACI is then the BS
transmission power multiplied by the number of users being served in the time slot of
this adjacent channel cell, over the path loss and is given by Igs-

hs-

-^-

(3.7)

^bs

where PtXbs is the adjacent channel BS transmission power, M is the number of users
served by this BS, and Kbs is the path loss between the adjacent channel BS and the MS
within the COI, Based on this model, the total raw BS^MS ACI can be calculated with
several adjacent channel interferers. Hence, raw BS^MS adjacent channel interference
including a synchronisation factor is modeled by h [29]:
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H

h=Y,^\-a)Ptx^M^

(3.8)

y=i

where K^B„ is the path loss between the/'' adjacent channel BS causing interference and
the mobile located at m within the COI, H is the total number of BS's and M is the
number of users served by the/^ BS. Pt:i is thej* adjacent BS transmission power. The
user facing the greatest attenuation in an adjacent channel cell determines the
transmission power of that adjacent channel BS. This results in high or low BS
transmission powers.

To investigate the interference power from a single MS in one adjacent channel cell at a
MS within the COI, the transmission power of the MS in the adjacent channel cell needs
to be calculated. The path loss from the adjacent channel MS to the MS within the COI
also need to be determined. The ACI, 1MS-, results in:

^Ms =

(3.9)

where PtXms is the adjacent channel MS transmission power and /c^s is the path loss
between the adjacent channel MS and the MS within the COI. To investigate the raw
M S ^ M S ACI caused by many MS's in many adjacent channel cells incorporating a
synchronisation factor, the interference, IM, results as [29]:

^ ^

P^fcc..

^=11^6;^
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where

K^M^^IS

the path loss between the i*^ MS in the/^ adjacent channel cell causing

interference and the mobile m within the COI. Ptxt is the MS transmission power. It can
clearly be seen that when a = 0, all ACI is sourced from the adjacent BS's. If a = 0.01,
this would mean that ninety nine percent of ACI is from adjacent channel BS's and one
percent from adjacent channel MS's. The total ACI is a linear sum of both sources of
interference. Therefore, the total downlink raw ACI power, Iadj(x,y) at a MS at point m
within the COI specified by the coordinates (x, y) is expressed as follows:

,

.

.

# . ^

Phxj

^^^

j=\ ,=1

1^ '^rni(x,y)

j=\

PtxJMJ
'^

^m(x,y)

3.2.2 Analysis of Adjacent Channel Interference
In this section, ACI is investigated with respect to the UTRA-TDD system. The analysis
is achieved statistically with two scenarios; single interfering cell in section 3,2,2.1 and
multiple interfering cells in section 3,2.2,2, The analysis is valid for a static simulated
environment. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 3.1 and are identical for
both scenarios. All MS users have a fixed bit rate of 32 Kbps where there are 8
interfering MS's in each interfering cell. The required Eb/No is 3.5 dB due to the
assumption of a powerful coding mechanism, such as turbo coding. The inherent
assumption was that UTRA-TDD is primarily used for data-oriented services. Three
values of the local mean variability a and various synchronisation factors have been
considered to evaluate ACI,
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Table 3.1 Simulation Parameters for ACI in UTRA-TDD
Parameter
Bit Rate
# of Monte Carlo Runs
# of Input Samples
# of users in COI
Max TX Power (dB milli watts (dBm))
Thermal Noise (dBm)
Required Eb/No (dB)
Receiver Sensitivity (dBm)
Standard deviation cr (dB)
Cell Radius, R (meters (m))
# of Interfering Adjacent Cells
# of users in each Interfering Adjacent Cell
Synchronisation factor a
Path loss exponent /
Orthogonality Factor r
ACP

Value
32 Kbps
10,000
1000
8
Downlink: 10, Uplink: 4
-102.85
3.5
-115.09
4, 8, 16
100
7 for Multiple Scenario
1 for Single Scenario
8
Uniform random 0 to 1
3.0
1
Not present

For an indoor propagation environment, a path loss exponent of 3 is suitable [29], One
parameter to note is that there is no ACP factor present in the simulations. The aim is to
purely obtain raw ACI powers. Other simulation parameters, which include the
maximum fransmission power, thermal noise and the receiver sensitivity as well as the
cell radius, are similar to the simulation parameters found in [29], A few assumptions
have also been taken into consideration that may affect the interference analysis and
will be detailed at in the conclusion chapter of this thesis,

3.2.2.1 Single Adjacent Channel Interfering Cell
The cell topology for the case of a single interfering cell for downlink operation is
depicted in Figure 3,3, The figure only illustrates BS^MS ACI, not MS->MS ACI for
simplicity reasons but nevertheless, a similar principle applies in a graphical
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representation. The cells are approximated with hexagons. The distance between
adjacent BS's, denoted by db is set to 50 m. The distance between the BS within the
COI (shaded cell) and the MS of interest is depicted by do and di depicts the distance
between the adjacent BS and the MS within the COI.

M

Interfering Mobile Station

iBi

Base Stabons

'

'

Desired Link

( ^

Mobile Station

»

•

Interference Unk

Figure 3.3 Single cell interference scenario where an adjacent cell is causing ACI to a
MS in the cell of interest
All MS's within the COI and adjacent cell are distributed uniformly. ACI is calculated
at the MS within the COI from adjacent BS's and MS's using equation (3.11). Monte
Carlo simulations of 10,000 iterations are used to calculate the probability density
functions (pdfs) and cumulative distiibution functions (cdfs) of ACI powers. The
number of Monte Carlo iterations used provided a solid foundation for the analysis
where lower iterations did not. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 present cdfs and pdfs of ACI powers
respectively. Four cases are presented and are as follows:

a) MS ^ MS ACI (a = I) for three standard deviations of lognormal
shadowing (o-= 4 dB, 8 dB and 16 dB)
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b) BS -^ MS ACI (a = Q) for three standard deviations of lognormal
shadowing (a= 4 dB, 8 dB and 16 dB)
c) BS -^ MS and MS ^ MS ACI (a = 0,5, equal from MS and BS) for three
standard deviations of lognormal shadowing (cr= 4 dB, 8 dB and 16 dB)
d) BS -> MS and MS -> MS ACI {a = uniform random, cannot assume a fixed
synchronisation in a fully flexible system) for three standard deviations of
lognormal shadowing {cr= 4 dB, 8 dB and 16 dB)

CDF of ACI from MSs ( u = 1)
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CDF of ACI from BS & MSs i; <J = 0.5)
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-IOC

-no

•133

-90

ACI Power (dBW)

-110
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AC! Power (dBW)
d)

C)

Figure 3.4 cdfs of ACI powers with variable synchronisation factors a and standard
deviations crfor lognormal shadowing in a single interfering cell scenario

Results are presented in Tables 3.2, 3,3, 3,4 and 3,5 corresponding to Figures 3.4 a), b)
c) and d) respectively. Analysing the first case where a = 1 (MS->MS ACI), the mean
(E) ACI power tends to increase by 5,11 dB as the standard deviation cr of lognormal
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shadowing increases from 4 dB to 16 dB, The standard deviation (STD) of ACI powers
increase by 1,46 dB whenCTincreases from 4 dB to 16 dB, It is clear that varying the
standard deviation of lognormal shadowing has a vital impact on ACI. Even though the
lognormal shadowing variable has a mean of zero, the mean ACI powers increase as a
increases. There is only a 1,1 dB difference in the standard deviation of ACI powers for
cr = 4 dB and cr = 8 dB, In this case, ACI is principally subject to cell geometry and
random user distribution.
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Figure 3.5 pdfs of ACI powers with variable synchronisation factors a and standard
deviations crfor lognormal shadowing in a single interfering cell scenario
Table 3.2 Case a) Comparison of mean and standard deviation of ladj for a = 1
(Single Cell Scenario)
E (ladj) (dB watts
(dBW))
-113,18
-112,11
-108,07

Standard Deviation crof^ (shadowing)
4dB
8dB
16dB
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7,87
8,10
9,34
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Table 3.3 Case b) Comparison of mean and standard deviation of ladj for a = 0
(Single Cell Scenario)
Standard Deviation oof t, (shadowing)
4dB
8dB
16 dB

E (ladj) (dBW)
-110,57
-108,75
-104,91

STD (ladj) (dBW)
8,34
9,18
11.6499

Table 3.4 Case c) Comparison of mean and standard deviation of ladj for a = 0.5
(Single Cell Scenario)
Standard Deviation crof^ (shadowing)
E (ladj) (dBW)
STD (ladj) (dBW)
4dB
8,27
-109,71
8dB
8,82
-108,11
16 dB
10,26
-103,48

Table 3.5 Case d) Comparison of mean and standard deviation of ladj for a = random
(Single Cell Scenario)
E (ladj) (dBW)
STD (ladj) (dBW)
Standard Deviation aof ^ (shadowing)
4dB
8,23
-110,36
8dB
8,60
-108,69
16 dB
10,5
-104

The second case where a= 0 (BS->MS ACI), the mean and standard deviation of ACI
powers increase by 5,7 dB and 3,3111 dB respectively when cr increases from 4 dB to
16 dB. The third case where a = 0.5 (even ACI from BS's and MS's), the mean and
standard deviation of ACI powers increase by 6.2 dB and 1.9 dB respectively when cr
increases from 4 dB to 16 dB, The final case where random a are used for
synchronisation, the mean and standard deviation of ACI powers increase by 6,35 dB
and 2,25 dB respectively when cr increases from 4 dB to 16 dB, Between the four cases,
it is clear that the mean of ACI powers for the cr between 4 dB and 8 dB only varies the
mean and standard deviation of ACI powers by (1.07 dB to 1.8 dB) and (0.23 dB to 0,85
dB) respectively. Increasing cr from 8 dB to 16 dB dramatically varies the mean and
standard deviation of ACI powers by (3,8 dB to 4,7 dB) and (1,2 dB to 2.5 dB)
respectively. It can be concluded that higher cr impacts the mean and standard deviation
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of ACI powers whereas with lowercr, ACI powers are subject to cell geometry and
random user distribution in the Monte Carlo simulations.

The four cases also reveal some interesting results, which are vital in this investigation.
Thus far, the mean and standard deviation of each of the four cases has been examined.
It is also clear that synchronisation factors a are the main drivers in the amount of ACI
experienced. Case a) presents the 'best case' (lower ACI) of ACI where only MS-^MS
interference exists and the mean ACI for <T= 16 dB is -108,07 dBW, Case b) presents a
worse case of ACI as the mean is -104,91 dBW for the samecr. Therefore, it can be
stated that BS->MS ACI is more severe than MS^MS ACI based on eight users in
each cell. A difference of 3.2 dB in the means concludes that case b) is 2.1 times more
severe than case a) in terms of ACI power. The mean of ACI is further increased to
-103,48 dBW for the same cr in case c). The introduction of BS->MS ACI along with
MS->MS ACI where a= 0,5 is 1.36 times more severe than BS-^MS ACI alone and is
nearly 2,9 times more severe than MS->MS ACI alone. This can be depicted as the
'worst case' (higher ACI) for this scenario. As synchronisation cannot be assumed in a
fiilly flexible system, random a values are used in case d). The mean ACI is slightly
less severe than case c) but poses a great threat compared to the first two cases. It is also
interesting to note that for lowo; synchronisation only varies the mean by (0.21 dB to
0.87 dB) except for case a) as BS->MS is dominating,

3.2.2.2 Multiple Adjacent Channel Interfering Cells
Code division multiple access (CDMA) systems have the potential to attain better
flexibility than time division multiple access (TDMA) or frequency division multiple
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access (FDMA) systems due to frequency or time slot reuse. Regardless of increased
interference and accompanying effects on capacity, the system can be operated to allow
high capacity and achieve greater flexibility [72], The cell topology for the case of a
multiple interfering cells for downlink operation is depicted in Figure 3.6.
300
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Mobiie Station

^

Interfering Mobile Station

Figure 3.6 Multiple cells interference scenario where adjacent cells are causing ACI to
a MS in the cell of interest. The units on the x andy axis are in meters.
The interference links are BS->MS and MS->MS. The cells are approximated with
hexagons. The distance between the first adjacent BS and the BS within the COI,
denoted by db is set to 50 m. All MS's within the COI and adjacent cells are distributed
uniformly, ACI is calculated at the specified MS within the COI from adjacent BS's and
MS's using equation (3,11). Monte Carlo simulations (corresponding to the number of
iterations are per the single interfering cell scenario) are used to calculate the pdfs and
cdfs of ACI powers. The layer of interfering cells was approximated with seven cells
ACI was found to be inconsequential beyond this. Figures 3,7 and 3.8 present cdfs and
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pdfs of ACI powers respectively. The four analysis cases described in the single
interfering cell scenario are also valid for this investigation.
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Figure 3.7 Graphical analyses of cdfs of ACI powers with variable synchronisation
factors a and standard deviations cr for lognormal shadowing in a multiple
interfering cells scenario
The results presented in Tables 3,6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3,9 that correspond to Figures 3.7 a),
b), c) and d) respectively follow the same trend as the single interfering cell scenario
investigated in section (3,2,2,1). As cr increases from 4 dB to 16 dB, the mean of ACI
powers increases for each case by (6.57 dB to 8,84 dB), and the standard deviation of
ACI powers increases by (0,42 dB to 1,23 dB). hi the multiple interfering cells scenario,
it seems that there is greater variance between the mean of ACI powers of the four cases
and less variance between the standard deviation of ACI powers with various o" values,
as compared widi the single interfering cell scenario. This is due to the addition of six
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interfering cells cluster along with the single interfering cell totalling a seven interfering
cells cluster.
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Figure 3.8 Graphical analyses of pdfs of ACI powers with variable synchronisation
factors a and standard deviations a for lognormal shadowing in a multiple
interfering cells scenario
The synchronisation factors a also play a vital role in the severity of ACI. Case a)
again, presents the 'best case' of ACI where only MS^MS interference exists and the
mean ACI for o-= 16 dB is -103,7 dBW. Case b) in this scenario follows the same
tendency as the single interfering cell scenario as BS->MS ACI is more severe than
MS^MS ACI. The mean was recorded at -99.5 dBW. The 4.2 dB difference concludes
that case b) provides 2.63 times the amount of ACI of case a).
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Table 3.6 Case a) Comparison of mean and standard deviation of ladj for a = I
(Multiple Cell Scenario)
Standard Deviation crof^ (shadowing)
4dB
8dB
16 dB

E (ladj) (dBW)
-110,27
-108,92
-103.7

STD (ladj) (dBW)
6.84
6.86
7,25

Table 3.7 Case b) Comparison of mean and standard deviation of ladj for a = 0
(Multiple Cell Scenario)
STD (ladj) (dBW)
Standard Deviation cjof ^ (shadowing)
E (ladj) (dBW)
4dB
6,98
-108,34
8dB
7,20
-106,08
16 dB
8,22
-99,5

Table 3.8 Case c) Comparison of mean and standard deviation of ladj for a = 0.5
(Multiple Cell Scenario)
E (ladj) (dBW)
-107.75
-105,79
-99,46

Standard Deviation aof ^ (shadowing)
4dB
8dB
16 dB

STD (ladj) (dBW)
7
7.2
7.9

Table 3.9 Case d) Comparison of mean and standard deviation of ladj for a = random
(Multiple Cell Scenario)
STD (ladj) (dBW)
E (ladj) (dBW)
Standard Deviation crof^ (shadowing)
7,01
-108,1
4dB
7,19
-106,18
8dB
7,93
-99.84
16 dB

Case c) fiirther increases the mean of the ACI power to -99,46 dBW for the equivalent
cr providing 1 and 3.65 times the ACI strength than case b) and case a) respectively.
This case can also be represented as the 'worst case' for this scenario. The mean ACI
power for case d) is slightly less severe (0.38 dB) than case c) when random
synchronisation factors are used. The interesting and anticipated result in this scenario is
that the ACI power severity is 2,52 to 3,24 times greater than that of the single
interfering cell scenario even though there are seven interfering cells in this scenario.
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This is due to the COI placement and user distribution within that cell and others where
the major factor concerning the sfrength of ACI powers is the path loss and its
logarithmic properties. Figure 3,9 illustrates the path loss with parameters specified in
Table 3,1,
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Figure 3.9 COST 231 indoor propagation path loss without floor or wall losses [73]
A separation of 50 m between interfering source and receiving source yields a path loss
of (60 + ^ dB and at 500 m separation, there is a loss of (90 + ^ dB, Therefore, the ACI
power of MS's and BS's varies depending on their separation distance with the MS
within the COI, It is relatively apparent that the strength of ACI power is dependent on
various dynamics. It is never constant and varies greatly.

Summarising the analysis on ACI, it can be said that ACI is greatly dependent on time
synchronisation and channel asymmetry between adjacent cells, Lognormal shadowing
also affected the severity of ACI powers. It was found that varying the standard
deviation of the lognormal shadowing variable increased or decreased the mean and
standard deviation of ACI powers. The key impact of these findings justifies the
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necessity of a reconfigurable filter as ACI is never constant; therefore, the filters'
efficiency can be increased,

3.3 Inter-Symbol Interference
Ahering the order of the channel filter in the receiver can have a major impact on the
severity of ISI powers, ISI would not be an issue if the order of the fransmit filter and
the receiver filter are identical, but in the case of a reconfigurable receiver channel filter,
ISI may be quite severe, ISI must be considered as additional interference to the system
apart from ACI, The effects of ISI in the UTRA-TDD system are investigated in this
section. Section 3.3,1 classifies ISI and provides a general description. Section 3,3,2
provides an analysis of ISI, A baseband transceiver is designed and simulated to obtain
results with various receiver channel filter lengths.

3.3.1 Classification of Inter-Symbol Interference
ISI is an inevitable consequence of both wired and wireless communication systems.
Throughout early attempts of transmission, it was noticed that received signals had a
propensity to get elongated into one another [74], Figure 3,10 [74] illusfrates an
example offransmittedand received signals with ISI, The problem at first thought to be
related to the properties of the medium used and the distance of signal travel. To combat
this undesired effect, intermediate repeating stations were established and ways had to
be devised to reduce this smearing [74],
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I

symbol duration

time

a)
•D

.5

time

delay spread

b)

Figure 3.10 The effect of ISI on a transmitted data sequence. The received sequence
illustrates a delay spread of the transmitted data symbol. [74]
(a) Transmitted data sequence (b) Received data sequence

ISI still exists in digital communications affecting the symbols transmitted. Figure 3.11
[74] illustrates a data sequence, 101101 that are transmitted. This sequence is in form of
square pulses. Square pulses are ideal as a concept but in practice they are complex to
generate and require more than ample bandwidth. Therefore, the square pulses are
shaped and are represented by the dotted line. This will in effect reduce the bandwidth
requirements [74],
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Fig 3.12 [74] depicts each symbol as it is received. It is noticeable that the transmission
medium creates a tail of energy lasting longer than intended. The energy from the first
two symbols spread into symbol 3,

0)

Symbols 1 &2 causing
ISI to Symbol 3

Symbols 2 &3 causing
ISI to Symbol 5

-a
3

Figure 3.12 Received symbols illustrating smearing caused by the medium [74]

Figure 3,13 [74] illustrates the actual signal received as the sum of all the distorted
symbols. In contrast to the transmitted signal (dashed), the received signal is quite
distorted. The dots show the value of the amplitude at the timing instant. For symbol 3,
this value is approximately half of the transmitted value, which makes this particular
symbol more vulnerable to noise and inaccurate interpretation [74],

Figure 3.13 Received signal vs. the transmitted signal [74]
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ISI can be caused by various phenomena. It can be caused by filtering effects from
hardware or frequency selective fading, from non-linearities and from charging effects.
Only a minority of systems are resistant to ISI and it is nearly always present in wireless
communications [74],

One of the simplest techniques to reduce ISI is to reduce the symbol rate. Therefore,
when a symbol of information is transmitted only after allowing the previous symbols'
delay spread has eased [74], This solution is not desirable, as many applications require
high symbol rates, such as wireless communications. Nowadays, highly efficient
processors, in terms of speed and power can control ISI through filtering the symbols in
the transmitter and receiver. This is defined as pulse shaping where the secret lies in the
digital demodulation process. Raised cosine filters in both transmitter and receiver are
used. To implement the raised cosine response, thefilteringis split into two components
(root raised cosine) to create a matched set (raised cosine). The entire raised cosine can
be applied once in the transmitter but in practice it has been established that
concatenating two filters each with a root raised cosine response is more efficient as
illusfrated in Figure 3,14 [74],
•i
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Transmitter
Other
Baseband
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Tx RRC

- -^\:hannel]§j *
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— •

other
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\

K

X'

Full raised cosine

Figure 3.14 Pulse Shaping used to reduce ISI split into two separate root raised cosine
(RRC) filters in transmitter and receiver [74]
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3.3.1.1 Error Vector Magnitude
The error vector magnitude (EVM) can be used as a figure of merit for modulation
systems and is used to measure ISI. The error vector represents the distance between a
measured symbol at the receiver and the transmitted reference symbol. This is
illustrated in Figure 3.15 [75].

EVM is used instead of the typical figure of merit, bit-error-rate (BER), as the BER
experiences some limiting factors such as the requirement for dedicated equipment, long
measurement intervals and a limited diagnostic value [76]. Other errors such as
magnitude error and phase error are the differences between the measured and the
reference symbols.

Reference
Error
Measured
Symbol Y ^*^<^*°^
./"•^^
^m Symbol
Magnitude
Error

Phase Erra

•*- I

Figure 3.15 Error Vector Magnitude of complex symbol [75]
The average EVM, EVM(dB), for M-modulated symbols can be defined as [76]:
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-2N

EVM(dB) = lO\og10

|-^Zk^-a=

(3.12)

where AI and AQ are the differences between the references and measured / and Q
values respectively. The accuracy of the modulation is affected by the root raised cosine
filter length and coefficients. The average magnitude error, MagnitudeError, for Mmodulated symbols can be defined as [76]:

M

MagnitudeError

=— ^ ^

yjI measured J+Q

measuredJ

" 4hdealJ+
idealm

*^Qiidealm

(3,13)

m=\

where Imeasured and lideai are the measured and reference / values respectively and
Qmeansured and Qideai are the measured and reference Q values respectively. The
corresponding phase error, PhaseError, for M modulated symbols is defined as follows
[76]:
1 "^ /
PhaseError = — > • arctanV

W

/
measuredm
measured

mJ

arctan\

ideah,

(3.14)

ideal m J

3.3.1.2 IVfodulation Error Ratio

Modulation Error Ratio (MER) is a measure of the constellation cluster variance due to
any mutilation or fransmitter deficiencies measured relative to the ideal constellation
point locations. The EVM and MER are closely related and express the same
information [77], There is also a one to one relationship between the two. MER in some
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cases may be uncomplicated to understand as it directly relates to the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), The MER, MER(dB), is defined in [77] and is:

f

M

\

YWJ+^QJ)
MER(dB) =-\0\og10

M

(3.15)

2^ V idealm "*" Qidealm )
\m=]

Mis not directiy related to the number of points in the constellation, but should be much
greater than the number of points in the constellation in order to capture a representative
sample. Typically M should be at least 10 times the number of points in the
constellation [77],

In the presence of multiple CDMA codes, an individual code must be de-spread before
measuring the MER with equation (3.15) [77]. On the other hand, if all codes are on, all
codes can be de-spread at the signaling rate. Therefore, index m, would be split into
two indices where /w is an index across time, a second index, /, would be added that
spans codes and the MER, MER(dB), would result in [77]:

/ML

Il(A/„/+Ae„/)

MER{dB) = -\0\og10

m=[ 1=1
M
L

/
\
2^ 2^ Y idealm J "*" >^idealmj )
\m=l 1=1

where / runs over all codes and L is the number of active codes.
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3.3.2 Receiver Channel Filter ISI Analysis

In this section, ISI is investigated with respect to the UTRA-TDD system. The purpose
of this investigation was to determine what the minimum filter length could be for the
reconfigurable filter without jeopardising the QoS of UTRA-TDD.

ISI is measured in terms of EVM and MER. Variable length receiver RRC filters are
used to examine the effect of ISI on system performance. The analysis is only valid in a
simulation environment. Figure 3.16 presents the baseband transceiver system for the
simulation purpose of this investigation. Simulation parameters are presented in Table
3.10.
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Figure 3.16 UTRA-TDD Baseband Transceiver used for ISI investigation
The simulation platform consists of 8 users of QPSK symbol mapped data each spread
with an OVSF code of length 16. The transmit (Tx) RRC filter has a length of 57. The
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receiver (Rx) RRC filter length is variable from 3 to 57. The signal is de-spread with a
specific code for user k. The received QPSK symbols are weighed against the
transmitted QPSK symbols of user k and the EVM as well as the MER are calculated.
The Eb/No is set to 3.5 dB and the work is restricted to one time slot.

Table 3.10 Simulation parameters for ISI investigation
Parameter
Number of users in time slot
Bit Rate
Number of fransmitted bits per user
OVSF code length
Eb/No
Tx RRC Filter length
Rx RRC Filter length

Value
8
32 Kbps
5000
16
3.5 dB
57
Variable (3 to 57)
1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1
1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1
1,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1
1,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,1,1
1,1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1
1,1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,1
1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,1
1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,1,1,1,-1,-1

Cki
Ck2
Cki
Ck4

Cks
Ck6
Cki
Ck8

Figure 3.17 illusfrates the effect of reducing the receiver filters' length with a graphical
representation of the received symbols constellation map. The figure depicts four cases
as follows:
a) Both transmitter and receiver RRCfiltersemploy the same length (matched)
b) The receiver RRC filters' length has been reduced to 31
c) The receiver RRC filters' length has been reduced to 17
d) The receiver RRC filters' length has been reduced to 9
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Figure 3.17 The effect of reducing the Rx RRC filters' length results in increased ISI

Figure 3,17 a) demonstrates that ISI is at a minimum and does not provide any problem
as the transmitter RRC filter and receiver RRC filter are matched in terms of length and
coefficient values. As the receiver filter length is reduced to 31 as shown in Figure 3.17
b), ISI begins to increase. The received symbols in the constellation map now have a
spread variance in contrast to the transmitted symbols. Reducing the filter length fiirther
in the receiver results in greater ISI as presented in Figure 3.17 c) and d). Here the
received symbols have a greater variance causing much concern. Case d) which
employs a filter length of only 9 illustrates that the received symbols have essentially
shifted from the desired constellation point, as well as having a greater spread variance.
The shift is due to the distortion in the pass band of the receiver filter caused by a low
filter length and it essentially adds to the amount of ISI as the error between fransmitted
and received symbols is greater.
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Figures 3,18 and 3,19 provide an analysis of ISI in terms of EVM and MER
respectively.

Figure 3.18 Average EVM (dB) of variable lengths for the receiver RRC filer
The required SNR for adequate performance is 6.51 dB (2 * Eb/No) for a QPSK
modulator. An additional safety margin of 20 dB is acceptable to ensure the noise
performance of the receiver is not affected. In terms of EVM, this leads to -26.51 dB
and the filter length is required to be less to ensure the QoS is met.

Figure 3.18 clearly demonstrates that a filter length below the dotted margin line is
adequate and will not affect the noise performance of the receiver. Therefore acceptable
filter lengths are 5, 11,13 and > 19 where the minimum filter length is 5,
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Figure 3.19 Average MER (dB) of variable lengths for the receiver RRC filer
The MER represents a similar analysis of ISI except that the information presented is in
terms of a ratio. The ratio is the error between transmitted and received symbols, to the
transmitted symbols. Identical QoS margin is used (SNR of 6.51 dB and safety margin
of 20 dB), which leads to 26.51 dB of MER.

Figure 3,19 illustrates that filter length above the dotted line is adequate and will not
affect the noise performance of the receiver. In terms of acceptable filter lengths for a
reconfigurable filter, the identical filters lengths of the EVM analysis applies to this
analysis. Therefore, both analyses provided the same concluding results.
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3.4 Conclusions
This chapter considered two issues inherent to an UTRA-TDD system. The first
investigation consisted of an analysis of ACI and the second investigation consisted of
an analysis of ISI with respect to the receiver channel filter.

The analysis of ACI considered two interfering scenarios; single interfering cell and
multiple interfering cells. Both scenarios demonstrated that the severity of ACI is
greatly dependent on time synchronisation and channel asymmetry between adjacent
cells. Non-synchronised cells for the single interfering scenario can cause between 2.07
to 2.9 times the ACI powers for various cr as compared to synchronised cells. The
severity is higher in the multiple interfering cells scenario yielding 2.63 to 3.65 times
the ACI powers. This is dependent on cell cluster geometry and user distribution,

Confrasting the ACI powers in both scenarios, the multiple interfering cells scenario can
be 2,52 to 3.24 times more severe than the single interfering cell due to the addition of
six interfering cells. Lognormal shadowing also affected the severity of ACI powers. It
was found that varying the standard deviation of the lognormal shadowing variable
increased or decreased the mean and standard deviation of ACI powers. The single
interfering cell scenario yielded mean and standard deviation variances of (1,07 dB to
1,82 dB) and (0,227 dB to 0,84 dB) respectively for cr between 4 dB and 8 dB,
Increasing crfrom 8 dB to 16 dBfiirthervaries the mean and standard deviation of ACI
powers by (3,84 dB to 4,68 dB) and (1,23 dB to 2,46 dB) respectively. The multiple
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interfering cells scenario yielded mean ACI power variations of (6,57 dB to 8,84 dB)
and (0,42 dB to 1,24 dB) standard deviation variations for a values of 4 dB to 16 dB.
It is relatively apparent that the strength of ACI power is dependent on various
dynamics. It is never constant and varies greatly. Therefore, it is inefficient to employ a
standard fixed length receiver channel filter to mitigate ACI, The fixed length ensured
the filters' attenuation caters for the worst-case environment set by the specifications of
the system. This is disadvantageous as the system will not always operate in the worstcase is environment. Complex high order digital filters are demanding on battery power
in the MS and a fixed length will result in unnecessary power drain. A high filter length
may be required when a MS of interest is operating in the vicinity ofan adjacent BS or
MS and the adjacent operators are not synchronised. The pdfs and cdfs illustrated in the
ACI analysis indicate that there is a low probability of high ACI. Other times, a lower
filter length may be required when ACI is not quite severe. This investigation has given
insight to ACI and has prompted the design and implementation of a reconfigurable
digital channel filter with a variable length for the TDD receiver and is discussed in the
next chapter.

This chapter also examined the effect a variable length receiver channel filter has on ISI
in the UTRA-TDD system. The investigation revealed that decreasing the length of the
receiver filter resulted in an increase of ISI. The received symbols on the constellation
map showed a spread variance when the length of the filter was reduced. The spread
variance tended to rise when the length of the filter was fiirther reduced. An EVM and
MER analysis was conducted to yield acceptable filter lengths that do not affect the
noise performance of the receiver, A QoS margin was set to -26.51 dB for the EVM
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analysis and 26,51 for the MER analysis. Both analyses produced the same concluding
results yielding acceptable filter lengths of 5, 11, 13 and >19 where the minimum filter
length can be 5.
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Chapter 4

Reconfigurable Root Raised Cosine
Filter Design
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a novel reconfigurable root raised cosine (RRC) filter applicable to the
mobile receiver of time division duplex (TDD) mode of the universal mobile telephone
service (UMTS) terrestrial radio access (UTRA) is presented. The discovery made in
this chapter exploits the major findings of Chapter 3; that is, the strength of adjacent
channel interference (ACI) power is dependent on various dynamics and there is a
minor probability of highly severe ACI powers. Therefore, a fixed length for the
receiver filter will be inefficient and result in unnecessary power drain of the mobile
battery. The findings in Chapter 3 also yielded acceptable filter lengths that will not
affect the noise performance of the receiver by inter-symbol interference (ISI) analysis.

The basic concept of the novel filter is to only utilise the required adjacent channel
selectivity (ACS) to meet the specified bit-energy to interference ratio (Eb/No) by
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employing variable ACS, which would improve the efficiency of the system. ACS is a
measure of a receiver's ability to receive a wanted signal at its assigned channel
frequency in the presence of an adjacent channel signal at a givenfrequencyoffset from
the centre frequency of the assigned channel. Explicitly, it is the ratio of the receive
filter attenuation on the assigned channel frequency to the receiver filter attenuation on
the adjacent channel(s) [25, 78]. The ACS power, which meets the required Eb/No
depends on the sfrength of ACI powers (out-of-band) received and the power of the inband (desired signal and intra-cell interference) received power. This concept is
demonstrated in a spectrum analysis presented in Figure 4.1. If ACI and intra-cell
interference powers are low, the ACS of the filter can be reduced to a level that satisfies
the Eb/No, therefore saving battery power. Otherwise, if ACI and intra-cell interference
powers have increased in severity, the ACS of the filter may have to increase to meet
the Eb/No and not affect the noise performance of the receiver. The in-band and out-ofband signal powers are monitored in real time.

RRC Filter

,
. „
Low ACI
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Interference
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Figure 4.1 Spectrum analysis ofoperational concept of reconfigurable filter
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This chapter is stiixctured as follows: section 4,2 details the specifications of the receiver
RRC filter based on 3^*^ Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) specifications. Details of
the reconfigurable filter system architecture are presented in section 4,3, All
components in the architecture are described and their operations are presented.
Conclusions to this chapter are presented in section 4.4.

4.2 Specification Considerations
Design aspects of the mobile station (MS) receiver RRC filter to some degree depend on
the design aspects of the transmitter RRC filter in the base station (BS) (for downlink
operation). The unique property of RRC filters, apart from mitigating interference in
unwanted frequency bands is that they are commonly used in digital data
communication systems to limit ISI, Another unique property is the impulse response is
zero at each adjacent symbol period. The sampling frequency of the transmitter and
receiver filters must be matched and the key factor that determines it is the interpolation
factor of the transmitter. Therefore, an analysis of the transmitter filter is performed to
assist the design of the receiver filter. The impulse response mutual to both BS
fransmitter and MS receiver filters, RCo{t) is given by [23]:

sin1 ;r — ( l - a j -i-4a — cos
RC,{t) =

(

( -

TT —

(l + «)
(4,1)

^^^

n— 1- 4a —
T^c\ I Tcj

,

where the roll-off factor, a, is 0.22, Both filters are low pass filters (LPF), The roll-off
factor defines the cut-off frequency sharpness where a higher roll-off factor is more
lenient, Tc is the chip duration defined by:
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T(. - —
« 0.26042 microseconds (LIS)
chiprate

(4.2)

where the chip rate = 3,84 Mega chips per second (Mcps).

4.2.1 Transmit RRC Filter Considerations
The responsibility of the transmit RRC filter is to bound the bandwidth of the
fransmitted signal and to reduce the amount of adjacent channel leakage power. Three
fransmit FIR filter designs of various interpolation factors are investigated. Table 4.1
presents the specifications of the filter based on 3GPP specifications [24], Three
interpolation factors are used to produce three varying filters of diverse sampling
frequencies and complexities. The transmit filter must satisfy the adjacent channel
leakage ratio (ACER) specified by 3GPP, The ACER is the ratio of the fransmitted
power to the power measured in an adjacent channel. Both the transmitted and the
adjacent channel power are measured through a matched filter (RRC with a roll-off =
0,22) with a noise power bandwidth equal to the chip rate and shall apply for all
configurations of a BS (single carrier or multi-carrier) [24],

Table 4.1 Transmit RRC Filter Specifications
Parameter
Chip Rate
Cut-off Frequency, Fo
Sampling Frequency, Fs
ACER

Value
3,84 Mega symbols per second [24]
Chip Rate / 2 [24]
Interpolation factor (1,4 and 8) * Chip Rate
45 decibels (dB), ± 5 Megahertz (MHz) BS adjacent
channel offset [24]
55 dB, ± 10 MHz BS adjacent channel offset [24]
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3GPP specifications assert that in case the equipment is operated in proximity to another
TDD BS or frequency division duplex (FDD) BS operating on the first or second
adjacent frequency, the ACER shall be higher than the values specified in Table 4.1 and
will be 70 dB for ± 5 MHz and ± 10 MHz BS adjacent channel offsets. The requirement
is based on the assumption that the coupling loss between the base stations is at least 84
dB [24],

Table 4,2 presents the results for each filter design with various interpolation factors.
The designs were not considered for BS close proximity operation with other BS's, The
results were obtained in a simulation environment. It is apparent from the results that
various interpolation factors produce diverse filter designs and characteristics. It affects
the sampUngfrequency,complexity and the attenuation of the filter.

Table 4.2 Simulation Results of transmitter pulse-shape filters
Parameter
Interpolation Factor
Roll-off factor
Cut-off Frequency, Fo
Sample Frequency, Fs
Filter Length
ACLR, ± 5 MHz
adjacent channel (dB)

Filter 1
2
0,22
1,92 MHz
7,68 MHz
33
44,288

Filter 2
4
0.22
1.92 MHz
15.36 MHz
65
55.876

Filter 3
8
0,22
1,92 MHz
30.72 MHz
129
63,230

The major factor influencing which filter design to choose is the tradeoff that there is
between the fransmitter pulse-shaping filter and the analog reconstruction filter. If the
RRC filters length is low and the sampling frequency is low, the reconstruction filter
will need to be of a high order to achieve a sharp roll off. This is due to the low
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sampling frequency of the pulse-shape filter that only allows a smaller fransition
bandwidth for the reconstruction filter. Although the RRC filter will dissipate less
power due to its low complexity, the reconstruction filter will be of high complexity.
Figure 4,2 illustrates the magnitude response of the three fransmit filter designs.
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Figure 4.2 Comparison of magnitude frequency response oftransmit filters

Filter 1 does not meet the ACLR specifications due to its low complexity. Filter 3
meets the specified ACLR but is of high complexity and is costly to implement. Filter 2
satisfies the tradeoff with the analog reconstruction filter and meets the ACLR
specification. Figure 4,3 depicts the characteristics of Filter 2. The impulse response of
the filter is presented in Figure 4,3 a) where RCo are the impulse response values. It is
convolved with the filters input to obtain the filters output. The magnitude and log
magnitude frequency responses are presented in Figure b) and c) respectively. The
magnitude response illusfrated in Figure 4.3 b) indicates that the filter will only output
frequencies shown in the spectrum with a gain of 1 (subject to ideal fransition bands).
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Frequencies with a gain of 0 are to be attenuated by a certain dB level. The log
magnitude response in Figure 4,3 c) correspondingly shows the attenuation dB level of
each frequency in the spectrum. Figure 4.3 d) presents the linear phase response of the
filter that depicts the phase or angle of thefrequencyresponse.
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Figure 4.3 Transmit RRC filter characteristics

4.2.2 Receiver RRC Filter Considerations

The investigation in section 4.2 has concluded that an interpolation factor of 4 for the
fransmitterfilteris suitable with respect to complexity, specifications as well as frade
offs that exist with the reconstruction filter in the BS transmitter. Therefore, the receiver
filter will employ the same sampling frequency of 15.36 MHz with a decimation stage
down sampling the data by a factor of 4. The 3GPP specifications require the receiver
filter to have a minimum ACS of 33 dB in the ± 5 MHz and ± 10 MHz adjacent
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channels [25] and this is graphically demonstrated in Figure 4.4. The figure also shows
the bandwidth of the filter along with the cut-off frequency and the attenuation level,
ACS, on the assigned adjacent channels. The reconfigurable filter will employ variable
ACS where the maximum filter length is 65 (identical as the transmit RRC fiher) and
the minimum filter length is 5.

Amplitude (dB)
Bandwidth = 3.84 MHz

I.mmz

Fo (cut-off)

/

ACS = 33 dB

lOMHz

5MHz

ACS = 33 dB

Centre

+ 5MHz

+ lOMHz

Frequency

Figure 4.4 Receiver RRC Filter 3 GPP Specifications with minimum ACS

4.3 System Design
The reconfigurable RRC filter is described in this section. The architecture consists of a
number of components to enable variable ACS. Firstly, the algorithm enabling the filter
to exploit variable ACS is formulated and the corresponding system architecture is
infroduced. The subsequent sections describe the operation of each component in the
reconfigurable architecture.
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4.3.1 Algorithm Formulation
The algorithm for reconfigurable receiver filtering is formulated from the Eb/No model
given in equation (3.2), Considering infra-cell interference is always present as
orthogonality may not be achievable in practice and the received signal powers have
been propagated, the Eb/No can be defined as [62]:

EblNo =

5-^^^

.

(4.3)

( M - l ) P ' ' + - ^ ^ +7

where Prx is the received desired signal power at the i'^ MS in the cell of interest (COI)
and is defined as follows [62]:
P '

p I' _ "•• rec
rec

(4.4)

Prx is determined by the code power of the BS divided by the path loss of the /'* MS
within one time slot in the COI. The code power is determined by the power confrol
model specified in section (3.2,1,1).

The key to the reconfigurable algorithm is specifying a variable adjacent channel
protection (ACP) as the ACS is a fimction of ACP and the ACLR of the transmitter
RRC filter. Solving equation (4,3) in terms of ACP yields:
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ACP' = —.
P„'

y-

^—

P^
+1-M
^Eb/No
y

(4.5)

7

where ACP' is the ACP factor required to satisfy the required Eb/No at the i'^ MS in the
COI, Equation (4,5) must be expressed in terms of in-band and out-of-band signal
powers to solve for the required ACP factor. This is expressed in the following
equation:
T

adj

ACP' =

'^i

i

pg

. ..-..

EblNo)

""

(4.6)

where ladj is the out-of-band signal, P^ is the desired signal and PrjM is the in-band
signal. The processing gain and thermal noise are known (static) as well as the target
Eb/No is set. All three signals are enclosed in the input signal to the receiver RRC filter.
To distinguish the signals the following processing is required:

•

In-band signal power- This is purely the output of the filter containing the
desired signal power as well as intra-cell interference power from other MS's
served by the BS within the same timeslot,

•

Out-of-band signal power- This signal is the ACI the receiver RRC filter has
mitigated. It can be obtained by using a high-pass filter (HPF) corresponding to
an inverse of the receiver RRC filters' frequency response. This method is
inefficient, as the processing complexity will be doubled. In digital signal
processing, a HPF equivalent filter can be a subfraction operation where the
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output of the LPF (presuming a LPF) is subtracted from an input stored at its
center delay unit. This is efficient to implement in hardware and is significantly
less costly than a complex HPF,

•

Desired signal power- This signal can only be obtained once the in-band signal
power is de-spread with the corresponding user orthogonal variable spreading
factor (OVSF) code.

It is clear that based on the above descriptions, the reconfigurable filter will be based on
a feed back structure as some receiver processing is required to obtain the necessary
signals for ACP calculation. Once the ACP is obtained, the corresponding ACS can be
found. The relationships have been investigated in [79] and it is found that:

ACS' =^

1
ACP'

1
ACLR

(4.7)

where AC^ is the stop band attenuation level for the receiver filter required to give and
overall ACP performance in the ± 5 MHz and ±10 MHz adjacent channels. Based on
the findings in this section, the reconfigurable receiver RRC filter architecture is
presented in Figure 4.5, The architecture consists of a FIR filter structure, two
decimation units that will down sample the in-band and out-of-band data by a factor of
4 and a subtraction operation that obtains the out-of-band signal. Clearly varying
amplitudes of each signal is required before they are processed by the control unit
where the most efficient ACS is calculated. This is achieved by the signal power
measurement components in the architecture where the signals will be averaged over a
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certain length of time. The shaver signal switches taps on/off in the FIR structure
corresponding to the required length

xm)

From
De-Spreader

cksiied

Figure 4.5 Reconfigurable receiver RRC filter architectural block diagram

4.3.2 FIR Low Pass Filter Structure
The FIR structure is based on the linear phase technique described in Chapter 2, section
(2.4.2). This structure is efficient as it takes advantage of symmetrical coefficients and
uses half the required multiplications and additions. The structure is customised with
switches that can switch off or switch on coefficients with their corresponding registers,
depending on the required ACS requirements. Figure 4.6 presents the FIR structure.
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Figure 4.6 Linear phase FIR filter structure customised for variable ACS
The above structure exploits a filter length of 65 (filter order of 64) where b„
corresponds to a coefficient in the impulse response of the filter. The maximum filter
matches the simulatedfransmitterfiltercharacteristics. The shaded rectangles depict the
switches that determine if there should be a multiplication (depicted by a triangle in the
structure) with the delayed input data and a coefficient, which is all controlled by the
shaver signal from the confrol unit. There are no switches on the middle tap, bsj, as well
as bsi^bss, b32-b34 as five taps is the minimum filter length determined by the simulated
ISI analysis in Chapter 3. The coefficients are hsted in Table 4,3.
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Table 4.3 Receiver RRC filter coefficients
Coefficient
bi, bes
bi, b64
bj, bei
b4 , b62
bs, bei

bs, bso
b?, bsg

bs, bss
bg, bs?
bio , bss
bii , bss
bl2
bl3
bl4
bis,
bi6
bl7

, b54
, b53
, b52
bsi
, bso
, b49

Value
-0.0012
0,0002
0,0016
0,0018
0,0005
-0,0013
-0,0021
-0.0011
0,0010
0,0023
0.0014
-0,0012
-0,0034
-0,0026
0,0014
0,0057
0,0064

Coefficient
bl8 , b48
bi9
b20
b2i
b22
b23
b24
b2S
b26
b27

b47
b46
b4S
b44
b43
b42
b4l

b40
b39
b28 b38
b29 b37
b30 b36
b3i b35
b32 b34
b33 ,

Value
0,0012
-0,0075
-0,0131
-0,0095
0,0037
0,0193
0,0251
0,0124
-0.0163
-0.0448
-0,0499
-0,0143
0,0617
0.1563
0,2347
0,2650

To acquire an understanding of how shaving or switching coefficient multiplications
(taps) on or off in the structure affects the ACS, consider Figure 4,7, The figure
illustrates the impulse response and the frequency response of the filter with variable
ACS.

This figure clearly demonstrates that as the shaver signal switches coefficients off from
the ends of the impulse response (as FIR coefficients are symmetrical); the ACS in the
frequency response accordingly decreases. The power consumption will also decrease
proportionally when lower ACS is required as the multipliers are a key driver
contributing to power consumption in FIR filters.
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Figure 4.7 The effect on the frequency response of the receiver RRC filter when shaver
switches on or off coefficients (taps) in the impulse response
a) Impulse Response, b) Frequency Response

4.3.3 Decimation
The decimation process is a fundamental operation in multi-rate signal processing. It
proficiently allows the sampling frequency of the system to reduce without unwanted
effects on the signal such as quantisation noise.

The decimation stage in the architecture purely down samples the received symbols by
the same factor used in the interpolation stage in the transmitter. The decimation
algorithm is described with a flow chart in Figure 4.8 a) along with a timing example in
Figure 4,8 b). Findings in section 4.2.2 yielded a decimation factor of 4 for the receiver
RRC filter to down sample the data rate to 3.84 MHz. The decimation stage only allows
every fourth sample of its input to pass through to the output, therefore skipping every
three samples of its input.
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Figure 4.8 Decimation operations down sampling data by a factor of four
a) Flow chart, b) Timing diagram

In the architecture, decimation occurs after filtering as the rake receiver in the mobile
receiver, depending on the design, may require the signal at an over sampled rate rather
than the critical sampled rate of 3,84 MHz, If the data is required at the critical sampled
rate, the filter structure can be optimised by employing decimation before filtering. This
method can reduce the number of multiplications thus reducing power dissipation as the
decimation occurs before filtering [34], The structure is further explained in the future
work section of the conclusion chapter.
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4.3.4 High Pass Filter
The HPF as stated earlier is a subfraction operation that isolates the out-of-band signal.
This is achieved by subtracting the output of the FIR structure with delayed input
sample of the FIR structure stored in the centre of the delay line. This is possible due to
the relationship that exists between digital LPF's and digital HPF's as they have the
inversefrequencyresponse to one another. The input to the LPF contains all frequencies
in the spectrum and the output only contains the in-band frequencies as the out-of-band
frequencies have been mitigated. The difference between the input and output would be
the out-of-band frequencies that were filtered out. This technique applies to both time
and frequency domain. Figure 4,9 presents the block diagram of the system with an
example in thefrequencydomain.
|y(t)l
Rttered out<f^5^nd

|x(t)|
frequency

frequency

LPF

|y(t)l
Filtered h-band

I

,..

frequency

HPF
equivalent

Figure 4.9 Equivalent HPF with inverse LPF frequency response using subtraction
method
As FIR filters have a delay line, it is important to select the input delay of the LPF that
falls exactly in the middle of the impulse response, otherwise the cancellation will not
function correctly and the HPF will produce an erroneous response. For the receiver
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RRC filter, the input sample that is subfracted from the output sample to obtain the outof-band noise is delayed by 32 samples, as the maximum filter length is 65, Figure 4.10
presents the amended block diagram of the LPF and HPF relationship.
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|y(t)l
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- | 3 2 sample delayf-

:
i

frequency
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Figure 4.10 Equivalent HPF with inverse LPF frequency response using subtraction
method and incorporating delay line matching the middle of the impulse
response of the receiver RRC filter.
Figure 4,11 presents a frequency response of the LPF and the equivalent HPF with a
white Gaussian noise input signal. It is clear that the high pass output response is the
exact complement of the low pass response.
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Figure 4.11 Low pass and high pass frequency response using white Gaussian noise
input.
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4.3.5 Signal Power Measurement
Before the control unit processes the three signals (in-band, out-of-band and desired),
they must be processed to obtain clearly varying amplitudes in order to calculate the
new filter length. This is because the architecture must take the average amplitude of
each input signal over a certain time period. If the system scales its filter length every
frame (10 milliseconds (ms)), it would take the average over 2650 samples for the inband and out-of-band signal. Figure 4,12 illustrates the block diagram of a signal power
measurement component. It consists of a full wave rectifier (FWR) and a low complex
infinite-impulse response (IIR) running average filter. Each of the components is
discussed in the following subsections.
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Figure 4.12 Signal power measurement component

4.3.5.1 Full Wave Rectifier
The first component is the FWR. The absolute amplitude of each signal must be taken
before an average is found with the subsequent running average filter. In digital signal
processing it is a low complexity operation. The complement of each sample is found if
the magnitude is negative. Figure 4,13 presents a flow chart of the operation.
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Figure 4.13 Digital fiill wave rectifier operation flow chart
In hardware, the FWF is a conditional complement operation. Figure 4.14 depicts an
example demonsfrating the operational steps for a negative input with a word length of
five bits. The word is represented in signed two's complement where first bit is the sign
bit and the subsequent four bits is the magnitude.

input = 1 1011
Sign bit Magnitude

output « 5

0 0100
+1
X = 0 0101

Inverse the
Input, then
add one

output = X

Figure 4.14 Complement operation in digital hardware with a signed two's complement
word

4.3.5.2 Running Average Filter
The running average filter is a first order IIR digital LPF. It computes a running average
on a vector of sampled data using a delayed input sample and the previous output
sample for each input sample. The system block diagram is presented in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15 Digital IIR running average LPF system diagram

The hardware required for implementation is not costly as only two multipliers and two
addition units are required. A delay unit is represented by z',

and the difference

equation JC«^ is defined as follows [80]:

y{n) = [{x{n) + x{n - l))u]+ [y{n - \)S]

(4.8)

where x(n) is the current input sample, x(n-l) is a delayed input sample, y(n-l) is a
delayed output sample, and v is defined as [80]:

V

(l-S)

(4.9)

6 is described as follows [80]:

5=

cos6t
1 -I- sin 6b

(4.10)

where ft? is a normalised frequency of 0.00271 [80]. Figure 4.16 presents pre and post
filtering of white Gaussian noise (after FWR processing) over 2650 samples. The final
output sample of the filtered data is the average amplitude of the entire stream of input
samples, which is fed to the confrol unit.
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Figure 4.16 Input versus output of running average filter with 2650 samples

4.3.6 Control Unit
The control unit is the intelligence behind the architecture. It calculates the required
filter length based on the three signals powers and adjusts the filter length by shaving
off or adding taps to the ends of the impulse response, therefore, lowering or raising the
ACS dB level that achieves an overall ACP requirement.

The ACS purely is not the only factor to determine the new lengths of the filter. If it
were, there would be chances of immense data loss. As the architecture employs a
feedback approach, the new filter length applies to the next lot of samples, not the
current. An example of data loss could be as follows: The current filter length is 33 and
the new calculated filter length is 11. The architecture scales the filter to the new length
and applies it to the frame of samples. As it is a TDD system with a near far problem, an
adjacent MS may switch on close to the MS of interest the same time it is receiving the
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frame of samples. If this adjacent MS is transmitting to its BS, it will result in a major
signal jam. Therefore 11 taps may not be sufficient to meet the Eb/No, The control unit
employs hysteresis protection to minimise data loss and to help combat such a scenario.
Data loss is still inevitable whether hysteresis protection is available or not but it will,
on average, reduce it. Figure 4.17 presents the flow chart of the confrol unit operation.

In-band
Calculate ACP

[out-of-bandj-

LLTT
ACP 1 ACS 1
Filter Length
1 Shaver

Return
/
(New^,,,- Safety)/\

/
/

Return
(Curr^,„ + Safety i

StO.B

Currshaver '
[tiew^,^-Safety)
(end)

Figure 4.17 Flow Chart of Control Unit Operation

The first operation required is to calculate the ACP factor. This is achieved by solving
equation (4,6), Once the ACP is found, the control unit performs hysteresis protection.
The fundamental scheme is if the filter length requires decreasing; it decreases slowly
{Safety*2 taps at a time) instead of instantaneously to the new filter length. If the filter
length needs to increase, it increases instantaneously to the new filter length in addition
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to {Safety*!) taps. This ensures the filter has ample ACS to attenuate the out-of-band
signal in the next lot of samples as the ACI power maybe to some extent higher. Figure
4,18 illusfrates an example of the hysteresis protection in the control unit where a
decrease and an increase in the filter length are required.

Hystereses Protection = (4*Safefy) taps = 8 taps
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\ •Curr,
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Figure 4.18 Control Unit Hysteresis Example

The shaver signal switches taps on or off in the FIR structure. It is defined as follows:

shaver

= ^"^fengd,

'

New^er,gih

(4.11)

where Maxjjength is the maximum filter length available and Newfie„gth is the new
calculated filter length. For example, if Newjiength is 19 and MaXjjength is 65, shaver is set
to 23, Therefore, 23 taps from each end of the impulse response will be switched off and
the other will be switched on, NeWshaver is defined as the newly calculated shaver value
that will scale the filter structure whereas Currshaver is the current shaver value.
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The look up table (LUT) employed in the control unit flow chart is an efficient
technique to obtain data as an alternative to mathematical calculations. The output of the
control unit is the shaver signal which can only be obtained by corresponding it to the
ACS of the filter. This can only be implemented using a LUT as there is no
mathematical model to perform the conversion. To reduce complexity, die ACS
calculation in the confrol unit can be bypassed by performing manual calculations of the
ACS from the ACP factor and storing the values in the LUT, Therefore, once the ACP
factor has been calculated, the corresponding shaver value can be found in the LUT
each instance the filter will reconfigure its length. The other variables; ACS and filter
length are also stored in the LUT for fiiture use. The LUT is presented in Table 4.4
where the filter lengths range from 5 to 65 with a margin of 4 between them. The
minimum filter length was determined by inter-symbol interference analysis in Chapter
3.

Table 4.4 Control Unit Look-Up Table
ACP (dB)
44.8 < & < 44.9
44,7 < & < 44,8
44,5 < & £ 44,7
43,8 < & ^ 44.5
43.6 < & < 43,8
43.2 < & < 43,6
42,0 < & < 43,2
38,8<&<42
36.4<&<38,8
34.6 < & < 36,4
29.8 < & < 34,6
27 < & < 29,8
25 < & < 27
20 < & < 25
14<&<20
<14

ACS (dB)
60
58
56
54
50
49
48
45
40
37
35
30
27
25
20
14

Filter Length (taps)
65
61
57
53
49
45
41
37
33
29
25
21
17
13
9
5
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4.4 Conclusions
This chapter presented the design of the reconfigurable RRC filter inherent to the
UTRA-TDD mobile terminal receiver. As ACI is a concerning topic due to the addition
of same entity interference (MS^MS), the design of a receiver filter that caters to the
specifications (33 dB of ACS; minimum) will be complex and inefficient.

The intention of the reconfigurable filter is to provide a resolution to the cost issues
associated with the TDD cellular system; primarily to increase the battery life of the
mobile terminal by minimising power consumption. The architecture in real-time
observes in-band and out-of-band powers, and by employing intelligent fimctionality,
calculates the required ACS and regulates the filter length accordingly. This reduces the
power consumption as only the required multiplications and additions in the architecture
will be used to process the convolution between input samples and coefficients,

A sampling frequency of 15.36 MHz was chosen before down sampling the data by
decimation factor of 4 was considered. This was primarily due to transmitter filter
considerations with respect to the complexity fradeoffs and concluded that an
interpolation factor of 4 was sufficient. The formulation of the algorithm for
reconfigurable filtering concluded that three signals are required to determine the
appropriate ACS that gives overall ACP performance. The formulation led to the
proposal of the system architecture. It consists of a number of components; FIR
structure with tap switches managed by the confrol unit, a low complex HPF equivalent
subfraction operation to obtain the ACI signal as well as signal power measurement
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components to provide clearly varying amplitudes of each three input signals to the
confrol unit. The confrol unit calculates the appropriate ACP and by employing a LUT
as well as hysteresis protection it determines how many taps need be switched off or
turned on to provide the required ACS,

Statistical analysis of the reconfigurable filter is provided in Chapter 5 of this thesis
along with an evaluation of the implementation's performance in terms of power
consumption and speed.
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Chapter 5

Reconfigurable Filter Analysis
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the reconfigurable receiver root raised cosine (RRC) filter design
presented in Chapter 4 is analysed statistically. The analysis is performed in a
simulation environment considering universal mobile telephone service (UMTS)
terrestrial radio access (UTRA) - time division duplex (TDD) properties. The purpose
of this investigation is to evaluate the efficiency of the reconfigurable filter in terms of
power dissipation in the UTRA-TDD mobile handset.

This chapter also describes the implementation of the reconfigurable digital filter. The
implementation considers a hardware and software partitioned approach. It consists of
an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) for power and performance critical
components in the architecture and digital signal processor (DSP) core for components
requiring flexibility. A performance analysis is carried out in terms of speed and power
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consumption as well as providing a statistical analysis of power consumption when the
filter is operated in an UTRA-TDD environment.

This chapter is structured as follows: a statistical analysis of the reconfigurable filter in
a simulation environment is achieved in section 5,2, The analysis evaluates the
efficiency of the design when applied to the UTRA-TDD system. Both static and
dynamic analysis is performed. The implementation of the reconfigurable filter is
presented in section 5,3 along with a performance analysis and conclusions are
presented in section 5,4,

5.2 Statistical Analysis
In this section, a statistical analysis of the reconfigurable filter is presented in a
simulation environment. The statistical analysis is considered to evaluate the efficiency
of the reconfigurable filter in an UTRA-TDD indoor environment.

Two categories of analysis are performed. Firstly, a static analysis is performed in
section 5,4,2 on adjacent channel protection (ACP) factors and adjacent channel
selectivity (ACS) of the filter as well as an analysis of the corresponding filter lengths.
Secondly, a dynamic analysis in section 5.4.3 is performed to evaluate its efficiency
with simulated Rayleigh channel data. Simulated Rayleigh channel data has its
limitations due to the wideband nature of the transmissions; therefore the results would
vary if measured Rayleigh channel data was used in the simulations.
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This analysis looks at the probabiUty of ACP factors and filter lengths as well as
analysing the bit-energy to interference ratio (Eb/No) of the system,

5.2.1 Simulation Platform
The simulation platform and cell topology for the static analysis are identical to that in
Chapter 3, section 3.2,2.2 for a multiple interfering cell scenario. The corresponding
simulation parameters are identical as in table 3.1 in Chapter 3, The reconfigurable filter
will only be analysed in a multiple interfering cell scenario as this provides a better
approximation to a practical, real life cellular system compared to a single interfering
cell scenario. The dynamic analysis employs the same cell topology as the static
analysis but the simulation parameters differ and are presented in table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Dynamic analysis simulation parameters
Parameter

Value
Bit Rate
32 Kilo bits per second (Kbps)
Required Eb/No (decibels (dB))
3.5
Thermal Noise (dB milli watts (dBm)
-102.85
100
Cell Radius (meters (m))
7
# of Interfering Adjacent Cells
# of mobiles in each Interfering Adjacent Cell 8
7
# of Infra-cell Interfering Mobiles
Sampling Frequency (Fg) (Mega hertz (MHz)) 15,36
Channel Type
Simulated Rayleigh Flat Fading
Mobile Velocity (meters per second)
0,5, 2, 4 and 8
Carrier Frequency (Fc) (MHz)
1912.5
16
OVSF Code Lengths
8 taps (Safety = 2)
Control Unit Hysteresis protection
TDD Frame length (Ff)
10 milliseconds (ms)
Frequency of Reconfiguration (Fr)
IfFi
Time Slot Length (Ti)
6.667e-4 seconds

In this analysis, there are 56 adjacent channel mobile station (MS) interferers, 7 adjacent
base station (BS) interferers and 7 intra-cell interferers each with a Rayleigh flat fading
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channel. Infra-cell interference in theory should not be present due to the orthogonal
nature of orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) codes, hi reality, this cannot be
assumed, therefore a twiddle factor is used set to the worst case, and therefore, intra-cell
interference is present. The control unit Fr is set at 10 ms which results in a new filter
length every TDD frame. The control unit hysteresis protection is set to 8 taps; therefore
when there is the need to increase the filter length (in-band signal power is heading into
a frough or/and out-of-band signal power is increasing), an additional 4 taps will be
added for protection. When the filter length requires decreasing, it will decrease 4 taps
less rather than directly to the new calculated filter length,

5.2.2 Static Environment
All MS's in the COI and adjacent cell are distributed uniformly, ACP factors and ACS
levels are calculated at the MS within the COI using equation (4.6) and (4.7)
respectively, Monte Carlo simulations are used to calculate the probability density
fimctions (pdfs) and cumulative distribution fiinctions (cdfs) of ACP factors and ACS
powers. Once ACS powers are found, the corresponding filter length is established
using the look up table (LUT) presented in Table 4,4 in Chapter 4,

5.2.2.1 Adjacent Channel Protection Factor Analysis
Figure 5,1 presents cdfs and pdfs of ACP factor powers with various synchronisation
factors, a and lognormal shadowing of 12 dB, The corresponding recorded results are
presented in Table 5,2, The cdfs and pdfs in the figure interpret the same findings and
clearly illustrates that there are various probabilities of ACP factors. This establishes
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that the receiver filter with variable ACS will be efficient as there are minor
probabilities of high ACP factors inherent to the UTRA-TDD, The analysis considers
four cases as there axt four distinct rvalues and are listed as follows:

e) (a = 1): The results presented in this case only exploit MS->MS ACI
f) (a = 0): This case is the opposite of a) as it only considers BS->MS ACI
g) (a = 0,5): The results in this case allow 50 percent from each interfering
entity, therefore considering BS->MS and MS^MS ACI
h) (a = uniform random): This case considers that fixed synchronisation cannot
be assumed in a fiilly flexible system, therefore synchronisation factors are
random (0 to 1)
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Table 5.2 Statistical analysis results of ACP factors
E (ACP) (dB)
15,8514
19,1887
19,3864
19,2617

Synchronisation Factor, a
1
0
0.5
Uniform Random 0 to 1

STD (ACP) (dB)
11.9468
12,2429
12,6574
12,3802

Varying the synchronisation factor yields various means of ACP factors. The mean
tends to increase by a maximum of 3,535 dB and the standard deviations of ACP factors
increases by a maximum of 0,7106 dB when a is varied. The findings yield that
synchronisation plays a key role in the amount of ACP factor power requirements
besides the strength of signal powers (in-band, out-of-band and desired). For case b)
when a = 0 (only B S ^ M S ACI) the mean ACP factor is 19.1887 dB and for case a)
when a = 1 (only M S ^ M S ACI) the mean ACP factor is 15.8514 dB, Case a) presents
the 'best case' as the recorded ACP mean is the lowest, therefore requiring less ACS to
satisfy the Eb/No requirement. Case b) is a worse case as the 3,3373 dB increase in the
mean concludes that it requires 2,156 times the ACP factor than case a).

The mean of the ACP factor is fiirther increased to 19.3864 dB for case c) when a =
0.5. The infroduction of BS->MS ACI along with M S ^ M S ACI increases the mean of
the ACP by 1.05 times compared to case b) and 2,26 times compared to case a). As
synchronisation cannot be assumed in a fiilly flexible system, random a values are used
in case d). The mean is slightly less than case c) but requires 2,19 times the ACP than
case a). The analysis of ACP factors concludes that synchronisation factors affect the
amount of ACP required to meet the noise requirements of the receiver. Findings have
also demonsfrated that there are minor probabiUties of ACP factors above 30 dB,
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5.2.2.2 Adjacent Channel Selectivity Analysis
Further analysis was performed on the corresponding ACS powers. In this analysis,
uniform random a were used and are the basis for other investigations from this point
forward. Figure 5,2 presents a statistical analysis of ACS powers and is compared
against the corresponding ACP factors. The figure consists both cdf and pdf analysis.
Table 5.3 lists the recorded results corresponding to Figure 5,2,
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Figure 5.2 Statistical analysis ACS powers versus the corresponding ACP factors
a) cdf h) pdf
The resuhs in Table 5.3 yield that there are insignificant differences in the mean and
standard deviations of ACP factors and ACS powers. There is only a 0,0116 dB
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difference in the means of ACS and ACP and an 1 xlO dB difference in the standard
deviations.

Table 5.3 Statistical analysis results of ACP factors and ACS powers
Quantity
ACP Factor
ACS Power

E (Quantity) (dB)
19,2617
19.2733

STD (Quantity) (dB)
12.3802
12,3801

The major difference between ACP and ACS is above 33 dB where the ACS powers
tend to saturate. This is due to the adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR) as there may
be some power leakage from out-of-band channels into the in-band chaimel. The
leakage interference powers cannot be filtered by the receiver RRC filter. Therefore,
there is a 2,2 percent outage and the target Eb/No cannot be met in some cases. Figure
5.3 illustrates an example of out-of-band channel leakage into the in-band channel.

adjacent channel leakage

I

in-band

**«.•*

out-of-band

frequency

Figure 5.3 Example of out-of-band channel leakage power into in-band channel
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5.2.2.3 Filter Length Analysis
The ACS powers were converted to the corresponding filter lengths (taps) using the
LUT in Table 4.4, Figure 5,4 illustrates the statistical analysis of filter lengths in terms
of cdf. The figure clearly shows that various probabilities exist for various filter lengths.
Cell coverage of 20 percent is achievable with 3 taps and 5 taps can obtain cell coverage
of 47 percent.

Figure 5.4 Filter length statistical analysis in terms of cdf
The findings also illusfrate that there are low probabilities of high filter lengths above
twenty taps. High probabilities range from 5 to 20 taps where the mean is 9 taps. The
average filter length differs from the mean and is a fimction of the percentage of each
length and the tap value. It is defined as Average length and is as follows:

-f(P(»)*T^^P(»)
Avera2e
A^erage,n„.-U
^^^
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where p(n) is the percentage of time at a filter length n and Tap(n) is the filter length
value. Solving equation (5,1) yields an average filter length of 10.1 taps. 3''* Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) specifications require a minimum ACS of 33 dB, Key ACS
findings presented Figure 5,2 a) shows that an ACS of 33 dB will result in a 10 percent
outage. Therefore, for comparison reasons with the average filter length, an ACS of 50
dB is considered corresponding to a receiver filter length of 49 taps. This ACS value
results in approximately 2,2 percent outage probability. This concludes that the
reconfigurable filter, on average, is approximately 80 percent more efficient than a fixed
filter with an ACS of 50 dB (49 taps). The efficiency, in terms of hardware, would
translate to lower power consumption,

5.2.3 Dynamic Environment
Thus far, section 5.2,2 provided a statistical analysis to evaluate the efficiency of the
reconfigurable filter in a static environment. The analysis provided good insight into
ACP, ACS and filter lengths based on equations (4.6) and (4.7) but overall cannot
provide an analysis in terms of Eb/No, This is due to the static nature of the simulations
as the Eb/No, when calculated will always be met as the signal powers are static. The
analysis also did not consider hysteresis protection as discussed in Chapter 4 as there
was no need. Therefore, this section provides a statistical analysis in a dynamic
simulation environment of the reconfigurable filter. This analysis can better estimate the
performance of the filter as 'real' channels are simulated for signal powers and are
changing dynamically with time, especially as the filter employs a feedback approach.
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Each signal source (interfering or desired) was generated with a simulated base band
fransmitter (see Annex A for 3 GPP specifications for spreading and modulation) before
being processed by a Rayleigh flat fading channel (see Annex B). All signals were
combined to produce one channel that is processed by a simulated base band mobile
receiver. Figure 5,5 presents the block diagram of the mobile base band UTRA-TDD
receiver with reconfigurable in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) filters. The simulation
parameters were described in section 5.2.1 for this analysis.
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Figure 5.5 Simulated base band receiver with reconfigurable filters in I and Q
The reconfigurable filters (shaded) are identical as described in Chapter 4. The other
components in the receiver were described in Chapter 2. The channelisation OVSF
codes, Ck, are of length 16 which yields data rates listed in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4 Data rates in UTRA-TDD receiver based on simulation parameters
Location in Receiver
Sampling Frequency
Data Rate / Time Slot
Input to Filter
15.36 MHz
1.024 Mega symbols/second
Output of Filter
3.84 MHz
256 Kilo symbols/second
Output of De-spread units
240 Kilohertz (kHz)
16 Kilo symbols/second
A symbol rate of 16 Kilo symbols/s corresponds to a bit rate of 32 Kbps for each user
for QPSK data mapping

5.2.3.1 Bit-Energy to Interference Ratio Analysis
The performance of the filter was measured in terms of Eb/No where the target is 3.5
dB, Various Doppler frequency shifts (Fd) corresponding to various mobile velocities
were used in the analysis. Figure 5,6 presents the measured mean Eb/No versus Fd.

3.55

— With Hystereses
- ' WittXHit Hystereses

20
30
40
Doppler Frequency Shift (Hz)

Figure 5.6 Doppler Frequency Shift vs. Measured Eb/No
The figure consists of two Eb/No measurements. The dotted line illusfrates the
measured Eb/No before hysteresis protection and the solid line corresponds to the
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Eb/No measured after hysteresis protection. The figure clearly demonstrates diat as Fd
increases, the measured Eb/No drops. This is due to the fact that all mobiles (adjacent,
infra-cell and desired) velocity is increasing but the Fr remains fixed. Therefore, there
may be a dramatic change in signal powers in the next frame of samples compared to
the frame where the new filter length was calculated. Table 5.5 presents the measured
Eb/No corresponding to Figure 5,6

Table 5.5 Measured Eb/No versus mobile velocity for before and after hysteresis
protection
Mobile Velocity (meters/s)
0,5
2
4
8

Eb/No (no hysteresis){dB) Eb/No (with hysteresis) (dB)
3,537
3,45
3,535
3,43
3.532
3,37
3,519
3,29

In the case of no hysteresis, it is clear that the Eb/No cannot be satisfied especially when
the velocities increase. This causes great concern as it results in data loss of 0,5, 0,07,
0,13 and 0,21 dB for corresponding velocities of 0.5, 2, 4 and 8 meters per second. In
the case of with hysteresis, the measured Eb/No satisfies the target Eb/No for the same
mobile velocities. This is due to the hysteresis protection in the confrol unit of the
reconfigurable filter that uses an ACP factor greater than the exact required and ensures
the Eb/No can be satisfied. The trend predicts that even with protection, mobile
velocities higher than 8 meters per second might not meet the target Eb/No.
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5.2.3.2 Adjacent Channel Protection Factor and Filter Length Analysis

As UTRA-TDD is primarily intended for operation in an indoor envfronment, a mobile
velocity of 2 meters per second (Fd = 12,75Hz) is suitable and is used for the statistical
analysis of ACP factors and the corresponding filter lengths. Figure 5,7 illusfrates the
statistical analysis of ACP factors for the dynamic environment. Thefigurepresents two
analyses. The dotted line presents the cdf of ACP factors before hysteresis protection
and the solid line presents the analysis after the protection. The corresponding recorded
results are presented in Table 5,6
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Figure 5.7 cdf of ACP before and after being processed by hysteresis protection

There are low probabilities of ACP factors above 33 dB and 25 dB for with and without
hysteresis protection respectively. The mean and standard deviation of the ACP factors
with hysteresis protection increases by 7,26 dB and 1,314 dB respectively compared to
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without protection. The 7,26 dB difference in the mean yields that protection requfres
5,32 times the ACP factor than without protection. Nevertheless, the protection is
required to ensure the Eb/No requirement is satisfied.

Table 5.6 Statistical analysis results of ACP factors before and after hysteresis
protection
Hysteresis Protection
No
Yes

STD (Unit) (dB)
6,204
7.518

E (Unit) (dB)
18,24
25,5

The corresponding analysis of filter lengths is presented in Figure 5,8 in terms of pdf
The figure visibly demonstrates that probability of high filter lengths is particularly low;
therefore the probability of high power consumption is accordingly low in hardware
implementation. In addition, a filter length of 49 to meet the 3GPP specifications has an
exfremely low probability.
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Figure 5.8 pdf of filter lengths after hysteresis and safety margin protection
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The average filter length recorded was 16.7 which is comparably higher compared to
the 10.1 average in the static analysis performed in section 5.2.2.3 due to the addition of
hysteresis protection in these dynamic simulations. Nevertheless, average of 65 percent
efficiency for each I and Q filters is available for UTRA-TDD compared to afixedfilter
length of 49,

5.3 Implementation Approach
This section of the chapter describes the implementation of the reconfigurable digital
filter and presents a performance analysis in terms of power consumption. Realisation
and considerations of the implementation approach are presented in section 5,3,1 and
the performance analysis is presented in section 5.3.2.

5.3.1 Realisation and Considerations
The realisation of the reconfigurable digital filter should be flexible to allow
reconfiguration of parameters in the control unit apart from reconfiguration of filter
lengths. This will allow the filter to be reconfigured to various operating environments,
such as TDD, frequency division duplex (FDD) or others. It will also allow algorithm
updates to be configured in the confrol unit to employ more efficient operation.

To achieve such a realisation, the reconfigurable digital filter was hardware and
software partitioned. For flexibility, a DSP core was chosen for the confrol unit
realisation and a semi-custom ASIC (see Annex C for semi-custom ASIC design
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methodology) was chosen for other components in the system architecture. Figure 5,9
illustrates the partition.
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Figure 5.9 Hardware / Software partition of reconfigurable digital filter
The grey shaded components in the above figure illusfrate the components that were
implemented as a semi-custom ASIC and the non-shaded component (control unit) is
partitioned for the DSP. A DSP allows the software to be reprogrammed or updated
which allows the filter to be flexible. An ASIC possesses high speed and low power
properties, as it is in nature, specific to a certain application, therefore, providing
maximum efficiency. A multiplier in hardware uses a shift and sum algorithm, which
depending on the word length of its operands, it can be costly on power; therefore, the
ASIC is the appropriate partition. The ASIC was coded in Very High Speed Integrated
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Circuit Hardware Description Language (VHDL) - register ttansfer level (RTL) and
synthesised in Synopsys Design Compiler using DesignWare digital libraries. Figure
5,10 presents the top-level entity of the ASIC and the corresponding synthesised
schematic is presented Figure 5,11,

dec_out [9:0]
desired [21 ^01
despread—in [9 '• 01

—I ^ d o n e

enab i e

inband [21:0]

input tg : 0]

ouiband [21:0]

shaver [4 = 0]

output [9:0]

RECO_UTRA_FILTER
Figure 5.10 Reconfigurable digital filter ASIC top level entity

A word length of 10 bits is used for the input and despreadin (signal from de-spread
block in receiver). The input word lengths depend on the resolution of the analog to
digital converter in the receiver. In this implementation the word lengths were
arbifrarily selected. Reducing the word length would save power as the computational
complexity would reduce. The maximum shaver value is 30 that corresponds to ' 11110'
in binary, therefore 5 bits is ample for scaling the filter length. The output of the filter;
decimatedoutput and output also have word lengths of 10 bits to keep consistency with
the input word lengths. The three inputs to the control unit {in_band, outofband

and

desired) have word lengths of 22 bits as higher precision is required to represent the
signal powers. It is a synchronous system confrolled by the clock (elk) and has an
asynchronous master reset (MR). The output signal is processed in one clock cycle and
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the decout signal every four clock cycles as it is decimated by a factor of four. The
enable signal initiates thefilteringand done signals completion.

Figure 5.11 Reconfigurable digital filter ASIC synthesised schematic
The number representation in the reconfigurable filter system is signed 2's complement
fixed-point. Fixed-point numbers practically have the same precision as floating point
numbers and have the advantage of lower power consumption in digital hardware. This
is desirable for mathematical operations such as multiplications. Figure 5,12 presents a
comparison of signed integer and signedfixed-pointnumbers.
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Figure 5.12 Signed integer versus signedfixed-pointnumbers
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As the filter deals with real value (floating point) coefficients, they must be represented
by fixed point values in hardware. Two examples are considered to demonstrate the
conversion from real floating point values to signed fixed point binary values by the
following calculations:
Fixedp = truncate[real • [l « {resolution -1)] or = real • [2^«<"""'"'-' ])
where Fixedp is the final fixed point conversion, real is the floating point number and
resolution is the word length for the conversion. The first example converts the real
value, 0,2650 (middle coefficient) to a 12 bit signed fixed point value using equation
(5,2), Table 5,7 presents the conversion results.
Table 5.7 Floating point to fixed point conversion results of first example
Result
0.2650
542
001000011110
0.2646484375

Parameter
Floating Point Value
Fixed Point Value, Fixedp
Corresponding 12 bit binary
Fixed Point value converted back to
Floating Point

When the fixed point value is converted back to a real number, there is some degree of
error due to the quantisation effects. In this example there is a 0.13 percentage of error.
In the second example, a negative floating point number -0,0448 (coefficient 27 and
39) is considered. Results are presented in Table 5,8,
Table 5.8 Floating point to fixed point conversion results of second example
Result
-0,0448
-91
111110100101
-0,00445

Parameter
Floating Point Value
Fixed Point Value, Fixedp
Corresponding 12 bit binary
Fixed Point value converted back to
Floating Point
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In this example, there is a greater error percentage of 0,78 percent. This is due to
smaller floating point numbers in terms of magnitude (as well asfloatingpoint numbers
with large magnitude) require greater precision in terms of word length. A higher
precision would be more demanding on power consumption and a lower precision
would increase the quantisation error, therefore 12 bits for the filter coefficients is
suitable. Figure 5.13 presents the frequency response when the coefficients are
quantised to 12 bits.
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Figure 5.13 Frequency response of RRC filter with 12 Bit fixed-point coefficients

5.3.2 Performance Analysis
The performance analysis was carried out on the ASIC to ensure it meets the timing
requirement (sampling frequency of 15,36 lUHz) as well as low power requirements.
The analysis was carried out at synthesis stage in Synopsys Design Compiler, Table 5.9
presents the simulated attributes of the ASIC at synthesis stage.
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Table 5.9 ASIC specifications
Parameter
Core Supply Voltage
Maximum Clock Frequency
Critical Path
Synthesis Technology
Resolution

Value
1.62 Volts (V)
221VIHZ
45.11 nano seconds (ns)
corejslow (Synopsys educational libraries)
10 bits

The dominating factor in power consumption for a digital filter is the multiplier.
Therefore, the power consumption should increase linearly as the filter length increases.
Figure 5,14 presents the dynamic power consumption of the reconfigurable digital filter
with respect to filter lengths. The results presented do not include the power
consumption of the control unit DSP (PDSP), only the ASIC,
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Figure 5.14 Dynamic Power Consumption of ASIC core (elk = 15,36 MHz)
The above figure demonsfrates that as the filter length increases, the power consumption
increases linearly. For a filter length of 5, the power consumption is 340 micro watts
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(}xW) excluding PDSP and for a length of 65, it is 2,56 milli watts (mW) excluding PDSPFigure 5,15 illustrates a statistical analysis of the power consumption.
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Figure 5.15 pdf of Dynamic Power Consumption of ASIC core {clk= 15.36 MHz)

The statistical analysis reveals that there are low probabilities of high power
consumption and exfremely low probability of power consumption above 1.5 mW. In an
UTRA-TDD environment the filter will consume low amounts of power on average.
The average power consumption was calculated to be 755 ^iW excluding

PDSP- PDSP

is

proportional to the number of instiiictions for the control unit algorithm in a DSP core.
If the control loop is performed every n samples, then the power consumption of the
DSP core, PDSP, could be estimated as follows:

Mnstructions
PDSP -
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where Pmnstmctions is the dynamic power consumption of a DSP core proportional to the
number of instructions required for the confrol unit. This will result in a minor power
consumption increase depending on the DSP core employed for implementation. The
most suitable DSP core would employ low power properties while exhibiting high
speeds and is suitable to wireless communications. Star*Core DSP cores are targeted at
next generation wireless communication platforms they exhibit high speed and low
power properties incorporating advanced power management [81, 82]. The Star*Core
SCI 10 DSP core addresses the following needs and features [81 - 85]:

•

Great Performance: 300 MHz (900 reduced instruction set computing (RISC)
milhons instruction per second (MIPS)) at 1.5 volts and 120 MHz (360 RISC
MIPS) at 0,9 V

•

Efficient Compatibility: 90 percent of coding can be developed in C and can
reduce time to market

•

Low System Cost: Excellent code density can reduce amount of memory for
System-on-a-Chip (SoC) products

•

Low Power Consumption: Peak power consumption of 90 mW and 13 mW at
operating voltages of 1,5 V and 0,9 V respectively

If the confrol unit consumed peak power consumption in the SCI 10 and it was
processed every TDD frame (2560 samples), the power consumption would yield 35
|iW, As a resuh, the average power consumption of the entire reconfigurable digital
filter would yield 790 pW, The power consumption of a fixed length 49 tap filter with
no reconfigurable components yields 1.92 mW of power consumption. Therefore, an
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average 59 percent power dissipation saving is available for both I and Q filters where
the maximum power saving is 83 percent. The savings will be higher when the PDSP is
measured per instruction, not peak power. The drawback is when the reconfigurable
filter requires 49 taps to meet the Eb/No it will consume more power than afixedfilter
of the same length due to the additional components,

5.4 Conclusions
The focus of this chapter was to present a detailed analysis of the reconfigurable digital
filter. It considered a statistical analysis in a simulation environment with both static and
dynamic characteristics and also presented the implementation approach along with a
performance in terms of power dissipation.

The static analysis of ACP factors, ACS and filter lengths was performed. The ACP
factor analysis initially shows that the probability of high values is low and that
synchronisation factors play a key role in the sfrength of ACP factors besides the
strength of signal powers. The mean increases by a maximum 3,535 dB when varying
the synchronisation factors. The static ACS analysis employed random synchronisation
factor values. The analysis revealed that the mean and standard deviation varies by a
minor percentage compared with the corresponding ACP factors. The major difference
between ACP and ACS is above 33 dB where the ACS powers tend to saturate due to
leakage from adjacent channel in the in-band. This cannot be filtered and a there is a 2.2
percent outage. The static filter length analysis concluded that the average filter length
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is 10,1 for UTRA-TDD, which corresponds to an 80 percent efficiency saving compared
to a fixed filter length of 49 to meet 3 GPP requirements.

The dynamic analysis showed that without hysteresis protection in the control unit of
the system, the required Eb/No is never met and drastically reduces when the mobile
velocity increases. With protection, the Eb/No is met as it ensures a higher ACP factor
is used than the minimum. The dynamic analysis also revealed that the mean of ACP
factors varies by 7.26 dB for with and without protection, therefore, the average filter
length will increase correspondingly. The mean ACP factor recorded was 25,5 dB with
hysteresis protection. The corresponding filter length analysis demonsfrated that
probability of high filter lengths is particularly low; therefore the reconfigurable filter
can save major power dissipation in hardware implementation, A 65 percent efficiency
saving for each I and Q filters is available compared to afixedfilterlength of 49,

The reconfigurable digital filter was hardware / software partitioned onto an ASIC and
DSP to achieve high performance and exhibit flexibility. Realisation considerations
were discussed in terms of resolution of the filter, number representation and coefficient
quantisation effects. The ASIC was coded in VHDL - RTL and synthesised in Synopsys
Design Compiler using DesignWare digital libraries. Performance analysis shows that
the reconfigurable digital filter consumes 790 pW of core dynamic power with a clock
frequency of 15,36 MHz, which includes the peak power consumption of the Star*Core
SCI 10 DSP core per TDD frame. The DSP core is not only used for the filter, but for
other components in the mobile fransceiver, therefore, the area will be shared. The
power consumption of a fixed length 49 tap filter yields 1,92 mW of power
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consumption concluding that an average 59 percent power dissipation saving is
available for both I and Q filters. The savings will be greater as the DSP power
consumption is assumed at peak and not per instruction.
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Chapter 6

Reconfigurable Pipelined
Architecture
6.1 Introduction
This chapter exploits the findings in Chapters 4 and 5 and has led to the design of a
reconfigurable-pipelined architecture (RPA) for the time division duplex (TDD) mode
of universal mobile telephone service (UMTS) terrestrial radio access (UTRA), The
architecture consists of an analog to digital converter (ADC) where its output is fed to
the digital receiver root raised cosine (RRC) filters' (as described in previous chapters)
input. The motivation for this design is that the ADC in the mobile receiver is also one
of the major players that consume considerable amounts of battery power. The
reconfigurable principle that applies to the filter also applies to the ADC, that is, the
resolution of the ADC greatly depends on in-band and out-of-band signal powers.

The basic concept of the RPA is to only utilise the required filter adjacent channel
selectivity (ACS) to meet the required bit-energy to interference ratio (Eb/No) and to
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assign any remaining noise available in the system to quantisation noise of the ADC.
The resolution or word length of the ADC is a fimction of dynamic range which
depends greatiy on quantisation noise (noise floor); therefore various quantisation noise
values produce various word lengths of the ADC. The concept of the ADC is based
similar on the concept of the filter and is illustrated in Figure 6.1. If adjacent channel
interference (ACI) and intra-cell interference powers are low, the ACS of the filter can
be reduced and the resolution of the ADC can be decreased to a level that satisfies the
Eb/No, therefore saving battery power. Otherwise, if ACI and intra-cell interference
powers have increased in strength, the ACS of the filter and the resolution provided by
the ADC may have to increase to meet the Eb/No.

RRC RIter

Low Intra-Cell
Inteiference

-lOMHz

-5MHz

Out-of-Bands

In-Band

Low ACI

+5MHZ

High Intra-Cell
Interference

+10MHZ

-lOMHz

Out-of-Bands

-5MHz

Out-of-Bands

RRC RIter

In-Band

High ACI

+5MHZ

+10MHZ

Out-of-Bands

Figure 6.1 Spectrum analysis ofoperational concept of RPA
The chapter is prepared as follows: section 6.2 describes the RPA in detail that includes
algorithm formulations as well as ADC considerations suitable for the RPA. A
statistical analysis in a static simulation environment is presented in section 6.3 to
evaluate the efficiency of the RPA. Conclusions are presented in section 6,4.
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6.2 System Design
The RPA is described in this section. The architecture of the RPA is similar to tiie
reconfigurable digital filter described in Chapter 4 with the addition of an ADC. Figure
6.2 presents the UTRA-TDD mobile receiver with the RPA, Firstly, the algorithm
enabUng the filter and ADC to exhibit variable lengths and resolutions is formulated and
the corresponding system architecture is introduced. The subsequent sections give
insight into considerations of the ADC and propose the structure suitable for the RPA,

Reconfigurable Pipelined Architecture

Descnamble

Despread

De-mod

In-B2nd Power
(Desired + Intra-cell)
Out-of-Band Power
(AQ)

LPF
(avg)

Desired signal P>ower

data.

Figure 6.2 UTRA-TDD mobile receiver block diagram with RPA

6.2.1 Algorithm Formulation
The algorithm is formulated from the Eb/No model given in equation (3,2), ADC
quantisation error, Qn, is infroduced as noise and the Eb/No is represented by:

EblNo^

^rx'Pg

{M-1)?J+^

(6.1)
+rj + Q„
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In the above model, there are two unknown variables (ACP and Q„) as both requfre
solving to determine the required adjacent channel protection (ACP) factor of the filter
as well as the allowable quantisation noise of the ADC. One of the variables must be
known to solve for the other, otherwise it is not possible. When solving for ACP, the
quantisation noise is assigned as a fimction of ACI and ACP along with a gain factor,
Gk, to scale the required ACP and allow room for quantisation noise. Therefore, Qn is
defined as follows when solving for ACP:

Qn=Gk

(6.2)

ACP
\

J

Substituting equation (6,2) into (6,1) and solving for ACP yields:

^adj

^cp,,,/,;=(G,-n).

(6,3)
'n

EblNo

PrJM-ri
'"^

From equation (6,3) it is clear that the ACP factor will be scaled higher as the ACI is
scaled by a factor of (Gk+\). Therefore, if the Eb/No is calculated, it will be higher than
the target allowing the difference to be utilised as quantisation noise. To solve for
quantisation noise, the calculated ACP factor from equation (6,3) is substituted in
equation (6.1) and solved for Q„ listed below:

0 =P '
^ n

'• rx

1-h-

IJ
pg ^
-7
"'''
EblNo -P 'M-- ACP.
scaled
)
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where ACPscaied is the ACP factor calculated from equation (6.3) that is scaled by
{Gk+\). The three signals; ladJ as the out-of-band signal, PrJ as the desired signal and
PrxM as the in-band signal are identical to that described in Chapter 4, Based on the
above formulations, the RPA is presented in Figure 6.3.

R^-filter
5fructure

Control
Unit

n

H

From
De-Spreader

iu-haud
1 onl-oj-band

desired

ydO

Figure 6.3 RPA block diagram
It consists of the reconfigurable digital filter identical to that presented in Chapter 4 and
an ADC converter employing a variable resolution. Each of the ADC stages would
output a certain number of bits, n, and are switched on or off depending on the dynamic
range requirements which is confrolled by the system control unit. The figure clearly
demonsfrates that the resolution of the ADC depends on the signal powers of the inband, out-of-band and desired signals. The confrol unit is described in section 6,2,3
where the findings in this section are exploited.
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6.2.2 Analog-to-Digital Converter Considerations
This section considers many aspects inherent to the design of the ADC for the RPA. It
does not provide filter considerations as these have been discussed in the previous
chapters. Two issues are discussed; firstly, an ADC stiiicture that is suitable for die RPA
and for wireless communications. Secondly, a dynamic range analysis is performed to
determine the minimum resolution for the ADC that will not affect the noise
performance of the receiver,

6.2.2.1 Suitable ADC Structure
ADCs arefimdamentalcrossing points in mixed-signal systems. With the rapid growth
in semiconductor technology and device scaling, digital integrated circuits (ICs) have
achieved low power consumption and high speed. Today, morefimctionsare performed
on digital circuits rather than analog which impose problems to mixed-signal ICs.
Firstly, the speed of the ADC boundary has to be scaled with the speed of the digital
circuits in a system to truly take advantage of complex technologies. Secondly, the cost
of ADCs is higher compared to digital circuits; therefore digital circuits are desirable to
accomplish high levels of integration on a single chip [86 - 90], Nevertheless, ADCs are
crucial and complete necessities in digital wireless communications as signals require
digitising for base band processing. Therefore, reducing the cost is desirable.

The pipeline ADC approach is suitable for wireless communications systems in which
total harmonic distortion, spurious-free dynamic range, and other frequency domain
specifications are relevant. The pipeline approach provides an advantageous balance of
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size, speed, resolution and power dissipation making it more suitable for portable
wireless devices and has become increasingly more appealing to data converter
manufacturers and their designers [91 - 94], A typical architecture of a pipeline ADC is
illusfrated in Figure 6,4 [93], Each stage of a pipeline ADC encompasses a lowresolution quantiser and provides two outputs.

Cbck
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V

'

stage
1

^

''

''

Stage
2

Stage
Z

d,
'

V2

d2
'

"

dz

Digital Error Correction
''

DigAal output

Figure 6.4 Typical pipeline ADC block diagram [93]
The first output, d„, is a coarse resolution digital equivalent of the input voltage, and the
second output is the residual voltage, v„, which is achieved by measuring the difference
between the input voltage and the voltage expected by dn- The residual voltage is
cascaded to the next stage in the chain and the digital output of each stage is processed
by a digital error correction (DEC) circuit as it is a major design challenge to design an
ADC with a specific resolution without calibration to combat transfer fimction errors.
The consequent stages improve the final representation by quantising the residual
voltage. All the digital outputs, d„ are composed in the DEC circuit to unite these coarse
estimated values into a final higher resolution symbol of the input voltage V. The same
clock signal clocks all of the stages in the pipeline chain. Formerly stage 1 produces v/
and d], at this time stage 2 begins quantising v/ while stage 1 is processing the next
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input sample. This permanent dispensation of samples is the concept of 'pipelining'.
The capability of the pipeline topology makes it a high-quahty candidate for high speed
and low power conversions.

The details of each stage in the pipeline ADC architecture are presented in Figure 6.5
[94]. It consists of a sample and hold (S/H) ampUfier, a low-resolution ADC, digital-toanalog converter (DAC), and a summing circuit with a gain amplifier. Each stage has a
sub K„ bit ADC (such as a Flash ADC) to provide the digital output for that pipeline
stage, A sub DAC with comparable resolution to the sub ADC is used to convert this
digital output back to an analog voltage. This voltage is then subtracted from the initial
sampled input, resulting in the voltage error that is scaled by the gain factor and
cascaded to subsequent stages as v„.

S/H

K„bits
Sub ADC

K„ bits
Sub DAC

D„ bit output

Figure 6.5 Single Pipeline ADC stage block diagram [94]
An improvement on the DEC method proposed in [95] is discussed here. Considering a
2-bit pipeline stage, a -'/4 reference voltage

(VREF) offset

is intentionally added to both

the sub-ADC input and the sub-DAC output. With this modification, the ADC output
will always be equal to or lower than the ideal output, but never above the ideal output.
The error detection and correction process is similar to that in [95], except that the
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correction circuit is simplified by avoiding the possibiUty of subtraction. A fiirther
improvement is achieved by ehminating the top comparator at VA VREF in the sub-ADC.
This takes advantage of the fact that the over ranging in the transfer fimction can be
detected by the next stage. The final block diagram and the transfer characteristic are
shown in Figure 6,6 [92], The sub-ADC thresholds are now at ± V^VREF (note tiiat only
two comparators are required) and the sub-DAC levels are at -VIVREF, 0, and ^V^VREFSince the sub-ADC and sub-DAC only have three digital codes, this technique is often
referred to as a 1,5 bit per stage converter. The overall resolution after digital error
correction is performed is equal to 1 bit per stage.

x2

00 y
1.5
Sub ADC

1.5
Sub DAC

7
/

Tbp comparator

%

A]

2 bit output

Figure 6.6 1.5 bit per stage architecture [92]
a) Modified sub-stage pipeline architecture, b) voltage transfer function

A 1.5 bit per stage, 4 bit pipeline ADC with DEC is presented in Figure 6.7 [92]. An
increased number of delay stages, D, are necessary for the output bits that are generated
early in the pipeline so that all outputs corresponding to a given input sample arrive at
the DEC at the same time. The DEC then takes the outputs from the (N+1)"' stage and
adds them to the N'*' stage outputs, with a one least significant bit (LSB) offset. If there
is a carry bit, it potentially propagates all the way to the most significant bit (MSB).
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Figure 6.7 1,5 bit per stage 4 bit pipeline ADC architecture [92]

6.2.2.2 Dynamic Range Analysis

Further analysis was required to determine the minimum resolution of the ADC without
affecting the noise performance of the receiver. This was achieved by performing a
dynamic range analysis which describes the range of input signal levels that can be
reliably measured concurrently. The relationship between the dynamic range. DRADC
and the effective number of bits, A^, has been investigated in [96] and is as follows:

Z)/?^^c=20.1oglo(2^)

(6.5)

Equation (6,5) yields 6.0201 decibels (dB) of dynamic range per bit, therefore is
simpUfied to:

DR.j.r=6.020UN
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To obtain the corresponding effective number of bits if the dynamic range is known, N
corresponds to:

(6,7)

6.0201

Figure 6.8 illustrates the dynamic range analysis of the ADC with variable resolutions.

6

8
10
Resolution (bits)

12

14

16

Figure 6.8 Dynamic range analysis of ADC
The dotted line corresponds to the quality of service (QoS) margin where acceptable
resolutions are greater than it. The required symbol-energy to interference ratio (Es/No)
of the UTRA-TDD system is twice the target Eb/No and corresponds to 6,5103 dB. An
additional safety margin of 2 bits (12.0402 dB of dynamic range) to combat input noise
spikes yields a QoS margin requirement of 18.5505 dB for the ADC. Therefore,
acceptable resolutions are > 4 bits. Figure 6.9 amends to Figure 6.3 where it illustrates
the cascaded pipeline ADC, where the first stage outputs 4 bits and the consequent
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pipeline ADC stages output 1 bit each (after DEC) corresponding to 16 bits maximum
(thirteen ADC stages). A maximum resolution of 16 bits was chosen for extreme cases
of ACI when higher resolutions might be required.
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Figure 6.9 Pipeline ADC stages of RPA

6.2.3 Control Unit
The confrol unit is amended from the control unit design presented in Chapter 4 for the
reconfigurable filter alone to allow reconfiguration of both filter and ADC
simultaneously. The confrol unit design for the filter of the RPA is identical to that in
Chapter 4 but for the exception that the ACP factor is scaled by a gain factor as derived
in equation (6.3).

Once the quantisation noise, Q„ of the ADC is calculated from equation (6,4), the
corresponding resolution can be derived by calculating the dynamic range. The dynamic
range itself, DR, is the measure of the noise floor in comparison to the largest input
voltage, but in this case, it is in comparison to the largest input wattage yielding:
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' MaXjy

Z)i? = 101oglO

*

NoisCff, I

[dB]

(6,8)

Kiliyi^Cjy

where Noisew is the noise floor assigned to the quantisation noise derived in equation
(6.4) and Maxw is the maximum input wattage defined as a sum of desired and out-ofband signal powers and is as follows:

Max^ = {Pj + lJ)Dec,

(6.9)

The summation of desired and out-of-band signal powers are scaled by the decimation
factor of the filter, DecF as the signals have been decimated after filtering but the ADC
digitises the signals while they are interpolated. The corresponding ADC resolution,
NADC, is:
no

NADC=

—
6,0201

(6.10)

A look up table (LUT) is used to convert the calculated dynamic range from equation
(6,8) to the corresponding switches to confrol the pipeline ADC resolution. Equation
(6,10) can be used but will be inefficient as exfra computational processing is required.
It will not only give integer values for the required ADC resolution but floating point
values as well. Therefore, LUT is still required to round the calculated resolution to an
integer. The LUT to convert dynamic range to corresponding ADC switches is given in
Table 6,1, The advantage of the LUT is that the ADC resolution calculations need not
be calculated as the ADC switches can be found directly from the calculated dynamic
range, therefore reducing the complexity. The dynamic range is given in dB units but in
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implementation can be left linear for simplification, therefore disregarding the log
complexity.

Table 6.1 Confrol Unit Look-Up Table for ADC
DR (dB)
DR < 24.0804

ADC Resolution (bits)

bits switch

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1000000000000
1100000000000
1110000000000
1111000000000
1111100000000
UllUOOOOOOO
1111111000000
1111111100000
1111111110000
1111111111000
1111111111100
1111111111110
1111111111111

24,0804 <i)i?< 30,1005
30,1005 <i)i?< 36,1206
36,1206 <Z)i?< 42.1407
42,1407 <Z)i?< 48,1608
48,1608 <Di?< 54.1809
54,1809 <i)i?< 60.2010
60,2010 <i)i?< 66.2211
66,2211 <£)/?< 72.2412
72.2412 <£)/?< 78,2613
78.2613 <£)/?< 84.2814
84.2814 </)/?< 90.3015
90,3015 <D/?< 96,3216

The logic in bits_switch correspond to the voltage source of the ADC and switches
(applies voltage) a cascaded pipeline ADC stage on with a Logic ' 1' and vice versa with
Logic '0'.

6.3 Statistical Analysis
This section presents a statistical analysis of the RPA in a static simulation
environment. The analysis is performed evaluate the performance of the RPA in an
indoor UTRA-TDD environment whether efficient or not. The efficiency savings of the
RPA can give an estimated power consumption savings in percentage compared to
typical fixed sti^ctures when implemented. The simulation parameters are presented in
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Table 6,2 which are similar to that in Table 3,1 for a multiple interfering cell
environment.
Table 6.2 Simulation parameters for RPA analysis
Parameter
Bit Rate
#ofusersinCOI
Max TX Power (dB milli watts (dBm))
Thermal Noise (dBm)
Required Eb/No (dB)
Receiver Sensitivity (dBm)
Standard deviation cr (dB)
Cell Radius, R (meters (m))
# of Interfering Adjacent Cells
# of users in each Interfering Adjacent Cell
Synchronisation factor a
Path loss exponent /
Orthogonality Factor r
Gain Factors, Gk

Value
32 Kilo bits per second (Kbps)
8
Downlink: 10, Uplink: 4
-102,85
3,5
-115,09
12
100
7
8
Uniform random 0 to 1
3,0
1
0,001, 0,1, 0,5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10

Various Gk values are used to obtain a comparison between the means of ADC word
lengths and filter ACP factors. A lognormal shadowing variable standard deviation of
12 dB is used as per statistical analysis of the reconfigurable filter presented in Chapter
5, Figure 6,10 illusfrates the cumulative distribution fimctions (cdfs) of ADC word
lengths and filter ACP factors by Monte Carlo simulations of equations (6,10) and (6.3)
respectively. The results presented are for Gk values of 0.001 to 2, Figure 6,11 presents
the results for Gk values of 4 to 8. Table 6.3 corresponds to the recorded results of the
figures where the means and standard deviations are listed.
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Figure 6.10 Statistical analysis of RPA (Gk = 0.001 to 2)
a) ADC resolution, b) ACP Factor
A Gk of 0.001 presents the best case for the mean of ACP factors but the worst case for
the mean of bits. Reason is that there is only minor quantisation noise for the ADC
corresponding to a necessarily higher dynamic range. The mean of the ACP factor is
lower as it has only been adjusted by a slight gain. A G^t of 10 presents the best case for
the mean of the bits but the worst case for the mean of ACP factors. This case is simply
the opposite as the ADC requires lower dynamic range but the filter requires a greater
ACP factor to mitigate ACI. A Gk of 0,001 is not suitable as it makes the filter efficient
but the ADC not efficient as the mean resolution is quite high and a reconfigurable
approach has no benefit, A G^ of 10 is the opposite where the ADC benefits from the
reconfigurable approach, as the mean resolution is low whereas the filter has no benefit.
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Table 6.3 Statistical analysis results of RPA
Gain Factor,

E (Bits)

STD (Bits)

11,3780
8.2394
7.2403
7,0099
6,8000
6,6401
6,6120
6.5980
6,5280

1.5094
1.6481
1,6214
1,6798
1.6300
1.6151
1.6043
1.6484
1.6060

E (ACP)
(dB)
18,7144
19,7445
20,4441
22,0846
24,0559
26.0641
27,5431
28,8137
29,2661

Gk

0.001
0,1
0.5
1
2
4
6
8
10

STD (ACP)
(dB)
12.2275
12.2294
12.6426
12,7245
12,1208
12,1137
12,3882
12.2289
12,1542

The standard deviations of both bits and ACP factors do not vary significantly as
expected. Gk should only have dramatic effects in the means due to the fact the ACP
factors are scaled by a gain, A 10 percent variation in the standard deviation of bits is

ill

recorded and 0.6108 dB variation for the ACP factors.
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Figure 6.11 Statistical analysis of RPA (Gk = 4 to 10)
a) ADC Resolution, b) ACP Factor
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A suitable Gk value is 2 as it provides a good trade off between the efficiency of the
ADC and filter where the mean bits is 6,8 and the mean ACP factor is 12.1208 dB. It is
also noticeable that Gk values between 0.001 and 2 unprove (decrease) the mean of die
ADC resolution dramatically by 40 percent whereas the mean only unproves by 4
percent when increasing the Gk value from 2 to 10, therefore, there is no need to
increase Gk beyond 2, It is also important to note that Gk values above 2 will resuh in
the same mean for the bits when using the LUT in Table 6.1 and only unnecessarily
decreasing the efficiency of the filter.

Figure 6.12 illustrates the statistical analysis of ADC resolution and filter lengths. The
ADC resolutions were obtained using the LUT in Table 6,1 and the filter lengths were
obtained using the LUT in Table 4,4, The following results are for a G^of 2,
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The average ADC resolution is 7 bits and the corresponding average filter length is 13.
This corresponds to a 56 percent reduce in complexity for the ADC (when compared to
a maximum ADC resolution of 16 bits) and a 73 percent reduce in complexity for the
fiher as compared with 3'"'* Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) specifications. The
efficiency will correspond to major power consumption savings in both ADC and filter
in the RPA,

6.4 Conclusions
This chapter has presented the design of a RPA inherent to the UTRA-TDD mobile
terminal receiver. The design of the RPA is an extension of the reconfigurable digital
filter presented and analysed in Chapter 4 and 5 to cater for power efficiency in the
ADC,

Cost issues have fiuther been resolved in the receiver filter by a reconfigurable
approach to extend the battery life in the mobile terminal by minimising power
consumption. This approach has been applied to the ADC converter where the RPA
monitors in-band and out-of-band signal powers and intelligently calculates the required
dynamic range, which corresponds to a certain resolution. The algorithm formulation
led to the proposal of the system stiiicture, which consists of the reconfigurable filter
stincture in Chapter 4 as well as a pipeline ADC with 13 cascaded stages. A pipeline
ADC approach was chosen as it exhibits the right dynamics for wfreless
communications: high speed, low power and compactness. The first ADC stage
provides a 4 bit resolution as investigated by the dynamic range analysis to calculate the
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minimum word length without affecting the noise performance of the system.
Consecutive ADC stages each provide 1 bit resolution totalling 16 bits. The control unit
in the RPA calculates the required ACP factor for the filter and the corresponding
dynamic range of the ADC and by employing LUTs it determines how many filter taps
and ADC stages may need to be switched off or tiimed on to provide the required ACS
and resolution respectively.

Trade off issues exist between the filter and ADC as various gain factors severely affect
the efficiency performance of the two, A G^ of 2 was chosen as it provided the right
balance of efficiency between the ADC and the filter where a statistical analysis
resulted in an average ADC resolution of 7 and the average filter length of 13, This
provides a 56 percent efficiency savings for the ADC and a 73 percent efficiency saving
for the filter.

If the ADC implementation was available, the Gk factor can be fiirther optimised. By
relating the ADC size to power consumption and the filter size to power consumption,
an optimum Gk can be selected to provide optimal minimisation in power consumption
of the RPA, Currently, this cannot be achieved as the implementation of the ADC is
required.

The resuhs presented in this chapter were for a static simulated UTRA-TDD indoor
environment without hysteresis protection in the confrol unit. Hysteresis protection as
well as simulations in a dynamic environment will increase the recorded average fiher
length to approximately 20 (59 percent efficiency saving) following the frend of Chapter
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5 between static and dynamic analysis. The average ADC word length should not be
affected as the quantisation noise is calculated before the protection takes effect.
Nevertheless, the RPA provides an efficient approach to tackle cost issues inherent to
the UTRA-TDD mobile terminal receiver.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Introduction
This chapter concludes the thesis and presents the major findings of this work. It details
how the work addresses the aims of Chapter 1 and presents the main conclusions that
can be drawn from the findings. It also details limitations in the work in correspondence
with a certain set of assumptions and outlines future research options.

7.2 Major Findings
The thesis has addressed a major design challenge of a mobile terminal receiver
inherent to the time division duplex (TDD) mode of universal mobile telephone service
(UMTS) terrestiial radio access (UTRA), Due to the increased interference powers in
UTRA-TDD as adjacent channel interference (ACI) is experienced from both adjacent
channel base stations (BS's) and mobile stations (MS's) depending on frame
synchronisation and channel asymmetry, the design of root raised cosine (RRC) filters
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for receiver processing has become quite costly. The reconfigurable digital fiher has
provided a low complex solution that both meets the specifications set by the 3"^
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and is power efficient on die mobile battery. The
reconfigurable-pipelined architecture (RPA) has fiirther reduced the cost by applying
the reconfigurable principle to the analog to digital converter (ADC) in the receiver.
Reconfigurable is defined as the process of scaling the filter length and ADC resolution
depending on in-band and out-of-band power ratios while satisfying the required bitenergy to interference ratio (Eb/No). The findings of this thesis; results and novel ideas
have been reported in related publications in the List of Publications section of the
thesis. Specifically, the major findings in the thesis have addressed the set aims in
Chapter 1 and the following conclusions are drawn:

•

Investigate the effects of interference in the UTRA-TDD system.

The interference analysis was two fold. Firstly, a statistical analysis of ACI was
investigated and secondly, an inter-symbol interference (ISI) analysis was performed.
The analysis of ACI considered two interfering scenarios; single interfering cell and
multiple interfering cells. Both scenarios demonsfrated that the severity of ACI is
greatly dependent on time synchronisation and channel asymmetry between adjacent
cells. Non-synchronised cells for the single interfering scenario can cause between 2,1
to 2.9 times the ACI powers for various path loss lognormal shadowing variables, cr, as
compared to synchronised cells. The severity is higher in the multiple interfering cells
scenario yielding 2,63 to 3,65 times the ACI powers. This is dependent on cell cluster
geometiy and user distiibution. Confrasting the ACI powers in both scenarios, the
multiple interfering cells scenario can be 2.52 to 3.24 times more severe than the single
interfering cell due to the addition of six interfering cells. Lognormal shadowing also
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affected the severity of ACI powers. It was found that varying the standard deviation of
the lognormal shadowing variable increased or decreased the mean and standard
deviation of ACI powers. The single interfering cell scenario yielded mean and standard
deviation variances of (1,07 decibels (dB) to 1.82 dB) and (0.22 dB to 0,85 dB)
respectively for cr between 4 dB and 8 dB. Increasing crfrom 8 dB to 16 dB fiuther
varies the mean and standard deviation of ACI powers by (3.84 dB to 4.68 dB) and
(1.23 dB to 2,46 dB) respectively. The multiple interfering cells scenario yielded mean
ACI power variations of (6,57 dB to 8.84 dB) and (0,42 dB to 1,248 dB) standard
deviation variations for cr values of 4 dB to 16 dB, It is relatively apparent that the
strength of ACI power is dependent on various dynamics. It is never constant and varies
greatly. Therefore, it is inefficient to employ a standard fixed length receiver channel
filter to mitigate ACI,

The ISI investigation revealed that decreasing the length of the receiver filter resulted in
an increase of ISI, The received symbols on the constellation map showed a spread
variance when the length of the filter was reduced. The spread variance tended to rise
when the length of the filter was further reduced. The ISI investigation yielded
acceptable filter lengths of 5, 11, 13 and >19 where the minimum is 5.

•

Develop novel algorithms for / and design a reconfigurable channel filter for an
UTRA-TDD mobile terminal receiver

The intention of the reconfigurable fiher is to provide a resolution to the cost issues
associated with the TDD cellular system; primarily to increase the battery life of the
mobile terminal by minimising power consumption. The architecture in real-time
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observes in-band and out-of-band powers, and by employmg intelligent fimctionahty,
calculates the required adjacent channel selectivity (ACS) and regulates the fiher length
accordingly. This reduces the power consumption as only the requfred multipUcations
and additions in the architecture will be used to process the convolution between input
samples and coefficients.

Transmitter filter consideration concluded that an interpolation and decimation factor of
4 (sampling frequency of 15.36 Megahertz (MHz)) is suitable for over sampling and
down sampling data. This was primarily due to the complexity tradeoffs with the
fransmitter filter and the analog reconstruction filter. The formulation of the algorithm
for reconfigurable filtering concluded that three signals are required to determine the
appropriate ACS that gives overall adjacent channel protection (ACP) factor
performance. This led to the proposal of the system architecture. It consists of a number
of components; finite impulse response (FIR) structure with tap switches managed by
the confrol unit, a low complexity high pass fiher (HPF) equivalent subtraction
operation to obtain the ACI signal as well as signal power measurement components to
provide clearly varying amplitudes of each of the three input signals to the confrol unit.
The control unit calculates the appropriate ACP and by employing a look up table
(LUT) as well as hysteresis protection and safety margins determines how many taps
need be switched off or turned on to provide the required ACS.

•

Analysis of the reconfigurable channel filter

A static analysis of ACP factors, ACS and fiher lengths was performed. The ACP factor
analysis initially shows that the probability of high values is minor and that
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synchronisation factors play a key role in the strength of ACP factors besides the
strength of signal powers. The mean varies by a maximum of 3,535 dB when varymg
the synchronisation factors. The static ACS analysis employed random synchronisation
factor values. The analysis revealed that the mean and standard deviation varies by a
minor percentage compared with the corresponding ACP factors. The major difference
between ACP and ACS is above 33 dB where the ACS powers tend to saturate due to
leakage from adjacent channel in the in-band. This cannot be filtered and there is a 2.2
percent outage. The static filter length analysis concluded that the average filter length
is 10,1 for UTRA-TDD, which corresponds to an 80 percent efficiency saving compared
to a fixed filter length of 49 to meet 3GPP requirements.

The dynamic analysis showed that without hysteresis protection in the control unit of
the system, the required Eb/No is never met and drastically reduces when the mobile
velocity increases. With protection, the Eb/No is met as it ensures a higher ACP factor
is used than the minimum. The dynamic analysis also revealed that the mean of ACP
factors varies by 7,26 dB for with and without protection, therefore, the average filter
length will increase correspondingly. The mean ACP factor recorded was 25,5 dB with
hysteresis and safety margin protection, A 65 percent efficiency saving for each inphase and quadrature fihers is available compared to a fixed fiher length of 49,

• Implementation and performance analysis of the reconfigurable filter
The reconfigurable digital filter was hardware / software partitioned onto an application
specific integrated circuit (ASIC) and digital signal processor (DSP) to achieve high
performance and exhibit flexibility. Realisation considerations were discussed in terms
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of resolution of the fiher, number representation and coefficient quantisation effects.
The ASIC was coded in Very High Speed hitegrated Cfrcuit Hardware Description
Language (VHDL) - register transfer level (RTL) and synthesised in Synopsys Design
Compiler using DesignWare digital libraries. Performance analysis shows that the
reconfigurable digital fiher consumes 790 micro watts (pW) of core dynamic power
with a clock frequency of 15,36 MHz, which includes the peak power consumption of
the StarCore SCI 10 DSP core per TDD frame. The power consumption of a fixed
length 49 tap filter with yields 1,92 milli watts (mW) of power consumption concluding
that an average 59 percent power and maximum 83 percent dissipation saving is
available for both I and Q filters. The savings will be greater as the DSP power
consumption is assumed at peak not per instruction.

•

Design and analysis of a reconfigurable pipelined architecture

The reconfigurable approach has been applied to the ADC converter where the RPA
monitors in-band and out-of-band signal powers and intelligently calculates the required
dynamic range, which corresponds to a certain resolution. The algorithm formulation
led to the proposal of the system structure, which consists of the reconfigurable filter
structure in Chapter 4 as well as a pipeline ADC with 13 cascaded stages. A pipeline
ADC approach was chosen as it exhibits the right dynamics for wireless
communications: high speed, low power and compactness. The first ADC stage
provides a 4-bit resolution as investigated by the dynamic range analysis to calculate the
minimum word length without affecting the noise performance of the system.
Consecutive ADC stages each provide 1 bit resolution totalling 16 bits. The control unit
in the RPA calculates the required ACP factor for the filter and the corresponding
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dynamic range of the ADC and by employing LUTs it determines how many filter taps
and ADC stages may need to be switched off or ttimed on to provide die requfred ACS
and resolution respectively.

Trade off issues exist between the fiher and ADC as various gam factors, Gk, severely
affect the efficiency performance of the two, A G* of 2 was chosen as it provided the
right balance of efficiency between the ADC and the filter where a statistical analysis
resulted in an average ADC resolution of 7 and the average filter length of 13, This
provides an average 56 percent efficiency savings for the ADC and an average 73
percent efficiency saving for the filter in a static environment. If the ADC
implementation was available, the Gk factor can be fiirther optimised by relating the
ADC size to power consumption and the filter size to power consumption.

7.3 Limitations and Assumptions
The results presented in this thesis are based on a series of mathematical models and
computer simulations in MATLAB to provide statistical analyses. Therefore, they are
question to certain limitations with a set of assumptions.

The ACI analysis was based on static simulations, which provided a good insight into
the UTRA-TDD system with respect to the sensitivity and how certain system
parameters affect the severity of ACI, ft has, however, limitations with respect to user
mobility and real time power confrol. It is also recognised that the performance of
UTRA-TDD is greatly dependent on a certain set of parameters such as Eb/No targets.
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cell stiiicttire and cluster geometiy, processing gain and thermal noise. Varying these
parameters will accordingly vary the results of the ACI investigation especially if die
Eb/No is scaled. The power confrol algorithm exhibited in the investigation is 'ideal' or
'perfect'. Ideal power confrol in practice could not be achieved due to maccuracies;
therefore non-ideal power control algorithms will have some effect on results. Handover
was also not assumed in the simulations as MS's were allocated to BS's based on
minimum distance. Handover might reduce the severity of ACI, which will lead to
lower fihering level requirements. In addition, the same bit rate for each user was
assumed. In practice, a time slot can be fully loaded by one user with high data rate
demands. This case might lead to lower filtering levels, as there is a reduced amount of
infra-cell interference. All the ACI investigation was limited to one downlink time slot
and only considered the +5 MHz adjacent chaimel. Considering other adjacent channels
in the -5 MHz and ±10 MHzfrequencybands will have an impact on the results.

It can be stated the results in the ACI investigation is on large specific to a certain
scenario and absolute statements cannot be made that covers every scenario.
Nevertheless, an excellent insight is provided. The above limitations and assumptions
for the ACI interference analysis also are common to the statistical analysis (static and
dynamic) of filter with respect to ACP, ACS and fiher lengths as well as the static
analysis of tiie RPA, The statistical analysis in the dynamic environment of the
reconfigurable filter was based on an arbifrarily selected reconfiguration frequency of
10 ms (length of a TDD frame). Increasing the reconfiguration frequency may resuh in
improved Eb/No (at a cost of increase power consumption), whereas lowering the
reconfiguration frequency might result in poorer Eb/No where outage will be of
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concern. The results would also vary if synchronisation was present between adjacent
channel operators.

The implementation of the reconfigurable filter only considered the ASIC partition. The
DSP partition was not implemented, as future work in section 7,4, is requfred with
regards to power control considerations. Floor planning, layout and routing were not
performed on the ASIC and the resuhs recorded were at synthesis stage. The results do
not include power consumption of input and output (I/O) pads, only the core circuitiy.
Including I/O pads will increase the power consumption of the filter proportionally. The
power estimation of the DSP core partition assumes peak power consumption, not
power consumption per instruction; therefore the power consumption is likely to
decrease,

7.4 Future Work
Futtire work can involve system simulation with different parameters and including
handover and non-ideal power control in the static ACI and fiher ACP, ACS and length
simulations, ft will be interesting to analyse the results as they may improve. An
extension to other modulation schemes such as frequency division duplex (FDD),
Global Systems for Mobile communications (GSM) and even multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) systems would be beneficial as the reconfigurable principle can be
applied. The confrol unit algorithm and filter coefficient values will require
modification according to the specifications for that system as well as the
reconfiguration frequency will require adjusttnent to suffice the signal to noise ratio of
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that system. Thus will minor amendments the reconfigurable fiher can be apphed to
other standards or systems.

This thesis presented resuhs for a dual ASIC and DSP implementation approach where
the confrol unit was partitioned for a DSP. DSP's are well known for their vast
flexibility as they are programmable through software and are well suited for
communications applications due to their inbuilt arithmetic units such as multipliers and
adders, therefore are suitable for the control unit of the reconfigurable filter. Another
possible solution for the confrol unit would be implementation on a field programmable
gate array (FPGA), Typically FPGA architectures contain LUT's and flip-flops where
they are programmed to perform any function (depending on the limitations of the
device) such as multiplications and additions. Nowadays, FPGA's have advanced and
some vendor's produce them with embedded microcontrollers, multipliers and adders.
These advanced FPGA's would be suitable for the control unit implementation as they
provide better efficiency and implementation could be further investigated in future.

This thesis, given the complexity of the problem, was focused on downlink where
uplink was not considered. Future work could also investigate the effect of the uplink
subsystem in the base station. There are no advantages in terms of power consumption
by employing this reconfigurable scheme in the base station receiver as power to the
system is supplied by the mains. An advantage (subject to all the base band receiver
processing is performed on a DSP) the reconfigurable filter would have in the base
station would is it will reduce the instruction complexity, therefore, allowing other
functions to utilise the free instructions on the DSP,
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Other fiiture work involves the full implementation of the reconfigurable digital fiher
and testing of the final chip. Before the fiill unplementation can be fabricated, some
further work and optimisation is required to improve the overall efficiency. The
hysteresis protection used in the control unit was selected arbitrarily at 8 taps. Relating
hysteresis factors with the corresponding measured Eb/No to average power dissipation
of the filter would yield an optimum hysteresis factor. The filter structure may also
require some optimisation in terms of decimation if the rake receiver, depending on the
design, requires the signal data at the critical sampling rate. By decimating before
filtering instead of decimating after filtering, the computational complexity can be
reduced in the structure therefore saving power [34], The multiplications and additions
involving the filter coefficients will be performed at the critical sampling frequency
instead of the over sampled frequency, thus, reducing the complexity by a factor of 4 (as
the decimation factor is 4), The architecture is illustrated in Figure 7,1 [34],
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Figure 7.1 Computation efficient decimation fiher [34]

Further optimisation in the confrol unit algorithm is required to consider downlink
power confrol in the UTRA-TDD system. Transmit Power Confrol (TPC) is essential in
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UTRA-TDD to bound interference levels within the system thus reducing ACI powers
as well as power dissipation in the MS, Table 7.1 presents the downlmk TPC
characteristics. All OVSF codes within one time slot allocated to the same coded
composite fransport channel (CCTrCH) use identical transmission power, in case they
employ identical spreading factors [97],

Table 7.1 Transmit Power Control characteristics [97]
Parameter
Power control rate
Step Size (dB)
Remarks

Downlink TPC
Variable: rate depending on slot allocation
1,2 or 3
Within one time slot the powers of all active codes
may be balanced to within a range of 20 dB

The downlink TPC is an inner loop signal to interference ratio (SIR) based power
confrol method. The initial transmission power of the downlink dedicated physical
channel (DPCH) is set by the network. After initialtt-ansmissionthe UTRA network
(UTRAN) enables the TPC, The algorithm is as follows [97]:

if
SIR„ed>SIR,^e,
elseif SIR„,^,^,^<Sm,^,,

TPC ^"down"
TPC = "up"

^^^^

The SIR is measured periodically at the MS. If the measured SIR is greater than the
target SIR, the MS responds to the UTRAN with the TPC command "down". When the
measured SIR is less than or equal to the target SIR, the MS responds with the TPC
command "up". The UTRAN may increase or decrease the fransmit power of all
downlink DPCHs of the radio link by a certain step size (1, 2 or 3 dB) depending on the
TPC command. The transmission power is defined as the average power of the complex
quadrature phase shift key (QPSK) symbols of a single DPCH before spreading. The
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target SIR is set by a higher layer in the network, [97], The SIR is identical as die Eb/No
defined in equation (4.3),

Based on the downlink TPC method, a there is a conflict with the reconfigurable filter.
When the UTRAN performs downlink TPC periodically, it might occur at the same time
(every TDD frame) the reconfigurable filter scales the filter length. Therefore, the
following two cases exist,

•

If TPC = "down", the UTRAN decreases transmission power as interference
may be low. The control unit of the reconfigurable filter will also decrease the
filter length as interference is low but the filter length may not meet the target
Eb/No as the desired transmission power will decrease by a certain step size.
This is because the filter length was derived based on the transmission power
before the UTRAN adjusted it by a certain step size,

•

If TPC = "up", the UTRAN increases transmission power as interference may be
high. The confrol unit of the reconfigurable fiher will also increase the filter
length to mitigate the interference and bring it below the ACS level but the filter
length in this case may be higher than required to meet the Eb/No. This is
because the UTRAN will increase the tt-ansmission power by a certain step size,
which will resuh in unnecessary power consumption in the MS.

Future work will look at employing the downhnk TPC method in the confrol unit of the
architecture. The confa-ol unit will have the ability to calculate whether the UTRAN will
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increase or decrease the desiredfransmissionpower by a certain step size in the DPCH
and will ensure the calculated filter length complies with the mcrease or decrease m
transmission power.
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Annex A
Spreading and Modulation by 3GPP
The information in this annex is directly taken from the specification document "3*^^
Generation Partnership Project, TSGRAN, 'Spreading and Modulation (TDD)' 3G TS
25,223, version 3,2,0, 2000".

A.l General
In the following, a separation between the data modulation and the spreading
modulation has been made. The data modulation is defined in clause A.2 and the
spreading modulation in clause A,3,

Table A.1 Basic modulation parameters
Chip rate
Data modulation
Spreading characteristics

chiprate: 3,84 Mchip/s
QPSK
Orthogonal
Q chips/symbol,
where Q = 2'', 0 <= p <=
4
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1.28 Mchip/s
QPSK
Orthogonal
Q chips/symbol,
where Q = 2^, 0 <= p
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A.2 Data Modulation
The symbol duration Ts depends on the spreadmg factor Q and the chip duration Tc: T^
= Q X Tc, where Tc

1
cfiiprate

The data modulation is performed to the bits from the output of the physical channel
mapping procedure and combines always 2 consecutive binary bits to a complex valued
data symbol. Each user burst has two data carrying parts, termed data blocks:

Nk is the number of symbols per data field for the user k. Data block d^**'^ is transmitted
before the midamble and data block d^*'^^ after the midamble. Each of the Nk data
symbols ^^*''^; i=l, 2; k=l,...,K; n=l,...,Nk; of equation 1 has the symbol duration
Ts'^^=Qk-Tc as already given.

The data modulation is quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), thus the data symbols
^(*,0 aj-g generated from two consecutive data bits from the output of the physical
channel mapping procedure:

C''^ e {0,1}

/ - 1,2; k = \,...K;n^\,...,Nk;i = 1,2

using the following mapping to complex symbols:
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Table A.2 QPSK mapping
consecutive binary bit pattern
"l,n

complex symbol
jik4)
—n

^2,n

00
01
10
11

+)
+1
-1

-J

The mapping corresponds to a QPSK modulation of the interleaved and encoded data
bits bj^/^ of equation (A, 1),

In case of physical random access chaimel (PRACH) burst type, the above definitions
apply with a modified number of symbols in the second data block. For the PRACH
96

burst type, the number of symbols in the second data block d^**^^ is decreased by Q^
symbols.

A.3 Spreading Modulation
Spreading of data consists of two operations: Channelisation and Scrambling, Firstiy,
each complex valued data symbol d^f''^ of equation (A,l) is spread with a real valued
channehsation code c^^^of lengthen e {1,2,4,8,16}. The resulting sequence is then
scrambled by a complex sequence v of length 16.

The elementsc^/^; k=l,...,K; q=l,.„,Qk; of the real valued channehsation codes
cW=(Jk) M
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shall be taken from the set.
Vc = { i , - i }

(A.3)

The CQ^ are orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) codes, allowmg to mix in die
same timeslot channels with different spreading factors while preserving die
orthogonality. The OVSF codes can be defined using the code tree of Figure A.l,

^'P = (U,U)
^^^=(U)
c^-> =(1,1,-1,-1)
c^^='^=(l)

c^^^>=(l,-U-l)

c^f=(l.-l)
c^-^ =(1,-1,-1,1)

Q=l

Q=2

Q=4

Figure A.1 Code-tree for generation of OVSF codes for Channelisation Operation

Each level in the code free defines a spreading factor indicated by the value of Q in the
figure. All codes within the code free cannot be used simultaneously in a given timeslot,
A code can be used in a timeslot if and only if no other code on the path from the
specific code to the root of the free or in the sub-ttee below the specific code is used in
this timeslot. This means that the number of available codes in a slot is not fixed but
depends on the rate and spreading factor of each physical channel. The spreading factor
goesuptoQMAX=16,
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The spreading of data by a real valued channehsation code c^*^ of length Qk is followed
by a cell specific complex scrambling sequencev = (v,,V2,•••,v,6)- The elements
v,.;/ = 1,,..,16 of the complex valued scrambling codes shall be taken from the complex
set
V ={l,j,-l,-j}

(A.4)

In equation (A.4) the letter j denotes the imaginary unit. A complex scrambling code v
is generated from the binary scrambhng codes v =(v,, V2 '• ••' ^id) of length 16 shown in
Annex A. The relation between the elements v and v is given by:

V,- =(j)'

v,-

Vi e { l , - l l i = l,...,16

(A,5)

Hence, the elements v,. of the complex scrambling code v are altemating real and
imaginary. The length matching is obtained by concatenating

QMAX/QW

spread words

before the scrambling. The scheme is illusfrated in Figure A,2,
The combination of the user specific channelisation and cell specific scrambling codes
can be seen as a user and cell specific spreading code s^*^ =(5),*^ j with

(*) -— ^(*)
c^*'
/^^ '
Hb-i)modeJ

V

r

1

'"•"' • " • " ' " ' ' " ' ' \ k = l , , . . , K , p = l , . , . , N k Q k .
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With the root raised cosme chip impulse filter Cro(t) thett-ansmittedsignal belongmg to
the data block d^*''^ of equation 1fransmittedbefore the midamble is

N,

i'''\t)

= 2rf<*'») X ! i * - l ) a . , • Cro(t - (? -1)?; - (« - DQkTc)
n=l

(A,6)

q=\

and for the data block d^*-^) of equation 1tt-ansmittedafter the midamble
Nk

d}''^\0=

Qk

X ^ i * ' ' ^ J]€-Wk^,-^'o((-^^-^^^C-(n-i)QkTc-NkQkTc-L^T,).
n=l

(A,7)

q=\

where Lm is the number of midamble chips.

^(*.0

^m

data symbols

Spreading of each data symbol by channelisation code c**'

"l

-VM

>^2

'"MI-QJ

>

"2

-V^

'''2

'•••»''Qj

./

"eM«-'^'^i

''^z

v,Cja^ ;

a
Chip by chip multiplication by scrambling code y
l'i>l'2»

— •'^a'^a+i'

»l2a'

- 'icw-a+i'

I
spread and scrambled data

Figure A.2 Spreading of data symbols
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The complex-valued chip sequence is QPSK modulated as shown in Figure A.3 below.

Complex-valued
chip sequence

-sin(a)t)

Figure A.3: Modulation of complex valued chip sequences
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Annex B
Rayleigh Flat Fading Channel Model
The Rayleigh flat fading channel model used in this work is based on Clarke's model
for flat fading [98], The model describes that the statistical characteristics of the
electromagnetic fields of the received signal at a mobile are derived from scattering
[99], His model assumes a fixed transmitter with a vertically polarised antenna. The
mobile antenna is assumed to receive N azimuthal plane waves with random carrier
phases. All of these incoming components are assumed to have an arbifrary distributed
angle of arrival and equal average amplitude.

Another assumption is line of sight between the ttansmitter and the receiver does not
exist, so that all mufti path components should experience the same average attenuation,
Clarke also assumed that all multi path components arrive at the same time. That is,
every N arriving signal undergoes a Doppler frequency shift only. Clarke's model on
flat fading has verified that the received signal at a mobile is attenuated by a Rayleigh
distiibution,/?fr), given by [99]:
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.2

P(r) = - y e^ ''^ ^
0

0 < r < 00

(B.l)

r<0

where r is the random received signal envelope, and cr^is defined as [99]:

.2 _

772

<J'=E'J2

(B.2)

where Eo is the real amplitude of the local average E-field [99]. Gans [100] derived a
spectmm analysis from Clarke's work where the total received power, Pr, can be
expressed as [99]:
l!t

P^ = \AG(0)p{9)de

(B,3)

v^herep(0) denotes the fraction of the total incoming power within dO of the angle 0.
The average received power with respect to an isotropic antenna is denoted by A and
G(a) ia the azimuthal gain pattem of the mobile antenna as a function of the angel of
arrival [99], If the scattered signal is of carrier frequency f, then the instantaneous
frequency,/(^^^, of the received signal at angle 0 is [99]:

= /„cos^+/,

where v is the mobile velocity. A, is the wavelength where/;, is the maximum Doppler
frequency shift. The output spectrum, S^ ( / ) , is given by [99]:
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, ^'^

S,Sf) =

^.Jl-

(B,5)

^f-fA
\

/Jm
.

J

Now that the spectmm density of the received signal can be foimd using equation (B,5),
a simulation model can be used to determine the impact of an applied signal. The
concept is based on in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) modulation paths to produce a
sunulated signal with spectral and temporal characteristics [99]. Two independent
Gaussian noise sources are used to produce I and Q fading branches. Using a spectral
filter defined in equation (B,5) to shape the Gaussian signals in the frequency domain
can accurately produce time domain waveforms of Doppler fading by using an inverse
fast Fourier transform (IFFT) [99], The following steps are used to implement the
simulator [99]:

•

Specify number of frequency domain points, N, to represent the maximum
Dopplerfrequencyshift and .^^^ ( / ) .
Compute thefrequencyspacing between adjacent specttal lines.
Generate complex Gaussian random variables for each Nil frequency
components of the noise source.
Constmct negativefrequencycomponents of the noise source.
Multiply the I and Q noise sources by ^S^^ ( / ) .
Perform an IFFT to obtain time domain of length n for each I and Q signal then
add the squares of each point in time.
Finally, take the square root of the sum obtained.
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Figure B.l [99] illusfrates the simulator block diagram.

Independent complex
Gaussian samples
form line spectra

Figure B.l Frequency domain implementation of a Rayleigh flat fading baseband
simulator [99]

To apply the fading effect to a signal x(t), one needs to multiply it by the generated r(t)
derived from the simulator in Figure B.l. Figure B.2 illusfrates an example of applying
the fading effects on one downlink timeslot of a time division duplex (TDD)frame.The
Rayleigh flat fading generator is sampled at 10 milhseconds with a Doppler frequency
shift of 12,75 Hertz (Hz) (mobile velocity of 2 meters per second). The carrier
frequency is set to 1912,5 Megahertz (MHz),
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RjciDFnmc

1 Frame <^1 1 Fi-aii\e «2

Fi-aiue **?

Raylei^ faded
timeslot
•

190
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Time In samples, dt = 10e-3

Figure B.2 Applying the effects of flat fading to a downlink time slot in a TDD frame
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Annex C
Semi-Custom ASIC Design
Methodology
An application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) is an integrated circuit (IC) designed
for a specific application, such as wireless devices or personal digital assistants (PDA).
ASICs are used in a vast variety of applications and can be pre-manufactured for an
apphcation or can be custom manufactured for a particular customer application. An
semi-custom ASIC typically uses components from a "building block" library of
general components such as combinational logic, custom ICs, dynamic random-access
memory (DRAM) and static random-access memory (SRAM), Full custom ASICs offer
higher performance and smaller die size but with the downside of increased design time,
complexity and design expense whereas semi-custom ASICs provide a faster time to
market.

The semi-custom ASIC design methodology used in the thesis for the implementation
approach is presented in Figure C I [101],
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Design
Specification

J^

Timing
Constraints

Design Entry

Synthesis

Test Bench
Design Domain

Synthesis
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Test Insertion

T
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Analysis

/
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Simulation /
Debug

Synthess Do mam
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r
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Generation
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\
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J

Layout Domain

i
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GDSII

Figure C.l Semi-custom ASIC design methodology [101]

The semi-custom ASIC design flow is as follows: Firstly, the engineer obtams a set of
design specifications for the ASIC and performs the design entiy. The design entry is
typically register ttansfer level (RTL) - hardware description language (HDL) such as
Very High Speed hitegrated Circuit HDL (VHDL) or Verilog, A certain set of timmg
consfraints is considered in the design and the design is simulated with a certain test
bench.
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Synthesis is the process of mapping the logic in the RTL to a certain set of building
blocks from a synthesis library to produce a schematic of the design. At diis pomt, die
engineer can also perform test insertion. Static tuning analysis can be performed to
estimate the critical path delays and maximum clock frequency of the ASIC, Power
consumption analysis will provide the engineer with an esthnate of the core circuitry
power consumption (static and dynamic).

Floor planning involves setting the parameters of the chip layout such as core
utilisation, input / output (10) pad placement as well as allocating chip space for voltage
routing. When ASIC complexity (gate count) increases, the clock signal may require an
even timed distribution throughout the layout. A large chip such as a wireless
transceiver may contain hundreds of clocked elements (e.g. flip-flops), therefore a great
deal of buffering is required and care is taken in the layout to ensure all clocked
elements switch at the same time. Clock tree generation is the process of achieving the
even clock distribution.

Place and route involves placing all components of the design (combinational logic,
gates, memories, etc) in the core provided by the floor planning and then routing all the
connections between components. Timing exfraction is performed to allow the engineer
to perform static timing analysis to verify if timing consttaints are met. At this stage
design mle checking (DRC) and layout versus schematic (LVS) is carried out to verify
the design. The final stage in die design flow is the tape out where the engineer
generates a file (GDSII) to send to the manufacturer foundry for fabrication.
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